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In Voice of the Dragon, Miao Hin (Philip Silvera, left) battles with
his nemesis Red Phoenix Manchu Warrior (Bilqis Benu). Martial





Train in the foundation skills of stage combat. World-class industry professionals teach tech-
niques in Rapier and Dagger, Unarmed and Broadsword. Additionally, participants will
receive an introduction to Quarterstaff, film fighting, and other weapon styles. Participants
may opt to take an adjudicated Skills Proficiency Test at the end of the workshop.
Intermediate Actor/Combatant Workshop (IACW)
Move past the basics in this exciting workshop. Study many weapon styles and other
issues of fight performance for stage and film. Build onto your existing knowledge of
stage combat under the tutelage of a wide array of world-class industry professionals.
Participants may opt to take a combination of adjudicated Skills Proficiency Tests or
Renewal Tests in up to six weapon forms at the workshop.
Prerequisites and additional paperwork are required to apply for the IACW. 
National 
Stage Combat  
Workshops
The 24th Annual Society of American Fight Directors
July 7-25, 2003
SAFD and University of Nevada-Las Vegas
College of Fine Arts, Department of Theatre
For more information: Linda McCollum at (702) 895-3662 or www.safd.org 
www.safd.org 
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Why Do the Nations so Furiously Rage
Together: Pal Udvarhelyi (left) and Ilir
Shtylla fight in representative battle
scenes in Carolina Ballet’s Messiah. Fights
by Jeff A.R. Jones; photo by Russ Howe.
Again the members of the world of staged combat mourn the loss of oneits greatest contributors, Oscar Kolombatovich. Many have had theopportunity of using his historically accurate stage weapons, but few
may have known or even have met him.  Kolombatovich was an extraordinary
man with an obvious bearing of European nobility which he humorously attrib-
uted to the fact that his father owned the only horse in the village from which
he came. He could discuss anything in his usual charming and argumenitive
way —in several languages.  He had definite opinions that often led to heated
discussions, which he always seemed to win. He will be missed.
On a historical note, Caravaggio’s duel in Rome at the beginning of the sev-
enteenth century, brings to light the ambiance of Rome at the time Shakespeare
was writing in England. Rome, which had been practically destroyed earlier in
the sixteenth century, had been rebuilt; and by the end of the century the city
itself was overrun with military personnel from the recent wars who were unem-
ployed and trying to integrate themselves back into society. Unaccepted by the
community who considered them vagabonds, military personnel were argume-
native and frustrated after having served their country’s leaders under extreme-
ly harsh circumstances.  Similar discrimination of military personnel has
occurred repeatedly throughout history and has led to various forms of reper-
cussions. 
In the academic vein, Andrew Vorder Bruegge shares with the readers the
results of an experimental course that used both dance and stage combat, along
with SAFD fighting techniques and historical research. Some pleasing results
came from this on-going experience. On a similar note Tom Turner, a graduate
of UNLV, talks about his experiences working with actors to blend impulse with
technique. Michael Chin reports on NSCW 2002 and Dana Anderson Wyman
reports on a unique experience of filming a fight in a bar at the Winter Stage
Combat Workshop in 2002. 
Voice of the Dragon, which has been called a martial arts ballet with music  is
an hour long epic based on 17th century Chinese fable from the Ching Dynasty,
but laced with 21st century cultural precepts, which has been attracting a lot of
attention.  The work, which was part of BAM’S Next Wave Festival in 2001,
began its national tour in 2003. Ruth Margraff , the author, sheds some light on
the whole process of working with this unique form of theatre.
Articles for the Spring/Summer 2004 issue are due by November 1, 2003.
Feinting the pen briskly,
Linda Carlyle McCollum
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Articles and letters for The Fight Master are
accepted at anytime. Articles intended for
inclusion in the Spring/Summer issue must
be received by November 1. Articles 
intended for inclusion in the Fall/Winter
issue must be received by June 1.
Submissions to The Fight Master
should be sent to
UNLV Dept of Theatre
4505 Maryland Parkway
Las Vegas, NV 89154-5044
Fax 702-895-0833
mccollum@ccmail.nevada.edu
Submitted material will be edited for clarity
and length. Articles should be typed, and
include a short biography, 50 words or less,
about the author. Please include your
address, phone/fax and email address in
your correspondence.




Raleigh, NC  27603
(919) 835-3557
jarjones@nc.rr.com
Notification for advertising in the
Spring/Summer issue must be received 
by December 1; artwork due by 
January 15. Notification for the
Fall/Winter issue must be received by 
July 1; artwork due August 15. 
Please call for rates or other information.
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Friend
One need not be a stage fighter, teacher or
choreographer to join and be active in the
SAFD. Any individual who has an interest in
the stage combative arts who wants to keep
abreast of the field and receive all the bene-
fits of membership may join as a Friend.
Actor/Combatant
Any individual who has passed an SAFD
Skills Proficiency Test and is current in
Unarmed, Rapier & Dagger (or Single
Sword) and another discipline. The
SAFD considers Actor/Combatants to be
proficient in performing stage combat
safely and effectively.
Advanced Actor/Combatant
Any individual who is current in six of eight
SAFD disciplines, has had three years tran-
spire since their first SPT test and has been
a dues paying member in good standing for
two years. The SAFD acknowledges
Advanced Actor/Combatants as highly
skilled performers of the staged fight.
Certified Teacher
Any individual who has successfully com-
pleted the SAFD Teacher Training Work-
shop. These individuals are endorsed by
the Society to teach stage combat and may
teach the SAFD Skills Proficiency Test.
Fight Director
Any individual who has held the status of
Certified Teacher of the SAFD for a mini-
mum of three years and has demonstrated
through work in the professional arena a
high level of expertise as a teacher and cho-
reographer of staged combat. These indi-
viduals are endorsed by the Society to
direct and/or choreograph incidents of
physical violence. 
College of Fight Masters
Individuals who are senior members of the
SAFD who have through service to the
organization and the art form been granted
this honorary title. These individuals serve
in an advisory capacity as the College of
Fight Masters, as master teachers at the
National Stage Combat Workshops and as
adjudicators of the Skills Proficiency tests.
1-800-659-6579
Call the SAFD Hot Line
For stage combat assistance, workshop information,
and general questions.
Call 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Eastern Standard Time
is a publication of
The Society of American Fight Directors
»
The Society of American Fight Directors is a not for profit organization dedicated to
promoting safety and fostering excellence in the art of directing staged combat/theatri-
cal violence. The SAFD is committed to providing the highest level of service to the
field through initiating and maintaining guidelines for standards and quality, providing
education and training, promoting scholarly research and encouraging communication
and collaboration throughout the entertainment industry.
The SAFD recognizes members at a variety of levels, including Fight Master, Fight
Director, Certified Teacher, Actor/Combatant and Friend. SAFD members have staged
or acted in countless numbers of fight scenes for live theatre, film and television.  
Through its training programs across the United States, the SAFD has schooled thou-
sands of individuals in the necessary skills to perform or choreograph safe and effective
stage combat. 
















Richard Gradkowski is an honorary member of the
SAFD, being one of its founding members. He is a
regular contributor The Fight Master and a guest lec-
turer in the Arms and Armour Department of the
Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York City. 
Linda Carlyle McCollum serves as editor of The
Fight Master and on-site coordinator for the NSCW.
McCollum is a faculty member in Theatre at the
University of Nevada, Las Vegas. 
J. T. Marlowe is an LA director who divides time
between developing new plays and seeking financing
for a first film, which has been awarded a Kodak
Filmmaker’s Grant.
Ruth Margraff is an award winning playwright
whose works have been produced all over the world.
She currently teaches playwriting at Brown
University and the Yale School of Drama and is a
member of New Dramatists.
Tom Turner, a graduate of UNLV, is the founder of
a children’s theatre company in the Los Angeles area.
Dana Anderson-Wyman, a graduate of California
State University, San Jose, and a fencer for thirty
years, is the Director of Drama at Brazosport College
in Lake Jackson, Texas.
Andrew Vorder Bruegge teaches theatre arts and
directs theatre and opera at St. Cloud State
University. His most recent fight choreogaphy cred-
its include MacBeth at Gustvus Adolphus College
and The Exercise of the Courtier at the Stratford
Festival, Ontario, Canada.
Michael Chin, NYC Fight Director and profes-
sional actor, is the NSCW Coordinator and found-
ing member of Fights 4. He coordinates the NY
Regional Workshop, is on faculty at Pace University
in Manhattan and teaches stage combat at
Brooklyn College.
Raymond Delgato is a freelance writer and instruc-
tor of voice living in Florida who has an avid inter-
est in swordplay and culture.
The Fight Master is currently seeking active photos of stage combat forupcoming issues. Black & white and color prints (no smaller than 5”x7”)and slides will be accepted. All photos should include performers’ names
and roles if fewer than five are pictured, photographer, play, playwright, fight
director, theatre company and year of performance. Photos should also include
return address. Without this information, pictures cannot be used. 8”x10”
prints or color slides with strong vertical orientations are also desired for covers;
these should be shot as close up as possible (full bodies need not be visible).
Photos from digital cameras do not reproduce well enough to print.
The deadline for graphic material in the Fall/Winter issue is August 15, for the
Spring/Summer 2004 issue it is February 15. Future submissions are accepted
at any time. Send all prints sandwiched between two pieces of cardboard in an
envelope clearly labeled, "Photos—Do Not Bend" to 
Jeff A.R. Jones, Graphic Designer 
2917 Isabella Drive 
Raleigh, NC  27603
If there are any questions, please feel free to call (919) 835-3557 or email
JARJones@nc.rr.com.










































As of the Fall/Winter 2001 issue, The Fight
Master will advertise non-SAFD workshops and
services, including any movement/acting/the-
atre-related workshops, training institutions,
graduate/undergraduate programs, theatre
companies, performances, books & scripts,
publishers, swordcutlers, armorers, martial arts
suppliers, period clothing and footwear, or
other theatre/combat related training, goods or
services. Workshops that have officially been
sanctioned as SAFD workshops as detailed in
the Policies & Procedures are entitled to a free
1/4 page ad in The Fight Master; larger ads may
be purchased at a discount rate. Non-SAFD
workshops may be purchased at full price. Ads
can be designed by the graphic designer for a
slight fee. For more information, please contact 
Jeff A.R. Jones
2917 Isabella Drive
Raleigh, NC  27603
(919) 835-3557   JARJones@nc.rr.com
The past fewmonths havebeen exciting
and productive for the
SAFD. The governing
body of the SAFD has
created an award to
honor the memory of
Henry Marshall. The
award, named for Fight
Master Emeritus Joseph Martinez, who studied with Henry dur-
ing his time at the Royal Academy of Dramatic Art (RADA),
will be called the Joseph Martinez Award. The award will be
given annually as a part of the RADA "Prize Fights." 
SAFD efforts to make further inroads with the performance
unions continue. Fight Master Rep. Drew Fracher had an
informative and productive meeting with representatives of the
Society of Stage Directors and Choreographers (SSD&C) in
September. A report on the results of that meeting will soon be
published in the Cutting Edge. The SAFD continues to reach
out to other unions as well. The SAFD recently attended a local
area meeting of American Guild of Musical Artists (AGMA) to
hear the concerns of and share ideas with AGMA members.
More meetings have been set up for the future and the results of
those meetings will be reported on an on-going basis.
The Food Fight initiative continues to gain momentum.
Michael Gray has been named chair of the recently created Food
Fight committee. The committee will oversee and coordinate
the Food Fight campaign nation wide. Members who are inter-
ested in helping with the Food Fight project should contact
Michael at foodfight@safd.org. 
Fight professionals are called upon not only to be conver-
sant with unarmed combat and edged weapons, but also with
theatrical firearm use and safety. Unfortunately, the SAFD has
never offered comprehensive training in this area. In order to
address this need, the SAFD governing body has created the
Firearm Safety Committee. The committee is manned by its
chair Julia Rupkalvis, along with Scot Mann, and Donald
Preston. The committee is charged with creating standards of
training and safety in the theatrical use of firearms. The com-
mittee and its activities are in a recent article published in the
Cutting Edge.
The annual business meeting will be held this summer.
Member who have concerns, questions, or items of discussion
that need to be addressed, should submit that information to
their Membership Representative. 
This is an election year for the Membership
Representatives. Members are strongly encouraged to partici-
pate in the election process. It is only through the efforts of an
active and concerned membership that the SAFD will continue
to grow and prosper.






photo highlights from Jamie Cheatham's thesis project, Violent Delights, featuring MFA candidates: Robin Armstrong, Jerry Tan, Tiza Garland, Jim Quesenbury & Jamie Cheatham 
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OSCAR F. KOLOMBATOVICH
September 14, 1919 June 26, 2002
After Kolombatovich came to New York
in the 1920s, he studied fencing with both
Girogio Santelli and Aldo Nadi. After
serving in World War II he founded his
own fencing school on Long Island, the
Huntington Fencing Academy.
During the 1950s the Metropolitan
Opera hired him to teach fencing and by
the end of the decade he was choreo-
graphing all the Metropolitan Opera’s pro-
ductions becoming solely responsible for all
their fights. It was the property manager at
the Metropolitan, asking him for swords
for a new production of Verdi’s Nabucco
that resulted in his starting a company in
1962 to manufacture authentic reproduc-
tions of arms and armor which company
he later moved to Spain in 1974. 
In 1973 Kolombatovich made a film,
with his son George, for the Metropolitan
Museum of Art’s Education Division in
conjunction with the Arms and Armor
Department. The film portrayed authentic
methods of thirteenth century sword and
shield, sixteenth century two-handed sword
and seventeenth century rapier and dagger.
Since the film is still shown periodically, it is
an opportunity to see Kolombatovich in
action using the weapons he created.
by Richard J. Gradkowski
After a long illness, Oscar Kolombatovich died on June 26, 2002.
Maestro Kolombatovich lived in Madrid, Spain and was the proprietor of a firm
which manufactured swords, both for the military and for the theatre. His showroom
was located near the Palacio Real in Madrid, and his workshop was in Toledo.
Building on a career as a Fencing Master (he taught swordsmanship for a time at
the US Military Academy at West Point), he was one of the first persons in contempo-
rary times who promoted an interest in historically accurate swordplay. In the 1960s, he
established the Excalibur Company for the purpose of manufacturing accurate repro-
ductions of period weapons.
His method involved studying an existing example from a museum and copying its
specifications precisely, as well as consulting with curators. He then developed a model
based upon drawings of such an example. Using his knowledge of machining, casting,
etching, as well as other processes, he would then make a sword. His weapons were real
swords, unlike the usual tourist fare. While his reproductions were clearly contempo-
rary, from time to time one finds one being passed off as an antique.
Because of his deep knowledge of fencing, he was able to understand the way in
which these weapons were used. He often choreographed swordplay for the theatre, and
especially the opera. Being fluent in a half dozen languages, he was on familiar terms
with some of the greats of the opera field, among which were Luciano Pavarotti and
Placido Domingo. For a staging of Faust he designed a sword whose blade could be bro-
ken with the push of a button in the hilt. One of his pet peeves was what he denounced
as the all purpose, all wrong, cup hilted rapier mounted with a fencing epee blade.
A US citizen, he was descended from Dalmatian nobility. His father was a minis-
ter in the former Yugoslavian government. In the 1970s, Kolombatovich moved to
Spain to be nearer his workshop. Active socially, he was invited by the Navy League to
make a sword for King Juan Carlos II, which he presented personally to him.
Always enthusiastic about his interest, he was open and accessible to all who shared
his love. Those who had the privilege of knowing him were enriched by the experience.
ç Fin
by Linda Carlyle McCollum
ichelangelo Merisi da Caravaggio (1571-1610),
whom many consider to be the most revolutionary
artist of his time, broke all the rules and was vio-
lently criticized for doing so. He had one of the
most violent and adventurous lives of the seventeenth century
making him one of the prototypes of the artist as rebel. His fif-
teen-year career as a painter is as mysterious and controversial
today as it was when he was alive. His life was as much a drama
as the images he portrayed in his paintings. The fact that at the
height of his emerging career he killed a man in a duel over a
tennis match adds even more to the mystery.
In looking into this incident, many surprises emerge about
the conditions in Rome at the end of the sixteenth century. In
the early part of the century Charles V's imperial mercenaries
had looted and nearly destroyed Rome. The Pope had been
imprisoned, women raped and thousands of people killed.
Between the plague, the Tiber River flooding the city and
famine, one third of the population had perished. By the mid-
dle of the century Rome was basically a small slum surrounded
by abandoned ruins.
Surprisingly it was the onslaught of Protestant ideas and
the crisis of Christianity in Europe that saved Rome. Beginning
with the Council of Trent, a counter offensive began. In 1570
Rome began being rebuilt on a monumental scale to become
the symbol of reformed Catholicism. Fifty new churches were
built or enlarged. Thirty new roads were built from one piazza
to another linking the key points of the city. A hundred kilo-
meters of restored aqueducts were built giving Rome the best
water supply in all of Europe. St. Peter's was completed in 1590
and became the largest church in the world. The prospect of
large commissions attracted painters, sculptors and architects,
and the population in Rome doubled.




work such as in David
and Goliath.
By the end of the 1590s, Rome was overrun with floating
populations of unemployed military men and young girls and
boys involved in prostitution. Continual clashes on the streets
of Rome occurred between all these young, sexually active and
socially insecure males who swarmed the streets, taverns and
brothels. In an attempt to keep all this rowdiness under con-
trol, dueling and the carrying of weapons was banned. One had
to secure a license in order to carry a weapon into the streets of
Rome. A crackdown on carnival celebrations, the playing of
cards and dice games was put in effect. Groups of young men
were forbidden to roam about the city at night and women
were forbidden to leave their houses in the evening. Courtesans
were removed from the Vatican area and all prostitutes were
herded into an area known as the Ortaccio which was easier to
police. Rome's sex industry was put in a panic since this was
Rome's main economic activity and its biggest employer. This
was the Rome that Caravaggio arrived to in the early 1590s. 
Michelangelo Merisi da Caravaggio was born in 1571 near
Caravaggio, thus his surname. When he was about thirteen he
apprenticed himself to a painter in Milan named Simone
Peterzano. Seven years later, when he was twenty, both his par-
ents had died and the family property was divided among his
brother, sister, and Caravaggio who took his inheritance of
nearly four hundred imperial pounds and moved to Rome. 
Caravaggio settled into the cosmopolitan society of the
Campo Marzio, a decaying neighborhood of inns, taverns, tem-
porary shelters and picture shops. He worked as an assistant to
other painters of lesser talent and earned his living with hack-
work never staying more than a few months at any studio. He
was virtually without means having dissipated his inheritance
shortly after his arrival in Rome.
Accompanied by a young Sicilian friend and painter
named Mario Minniti, Caravaggio began painting his own pic-
tures and possibly portraits and tried to sell them to draw atten-
tion to himself. Many of these early works, which tended to be























moving in the soci-
ety of cardinals and
princes. Noble patrons began competing for his favors. Like a
celebrity he was spoiled and temperamental. 
As a member of Del Monte's household, he began carry-
ing a sword, especially when he went out at night. Caravaggio’s
love of swords is shown in his paintings with the exact repro-
duction of hilts and pommels and by the rendering the flash of
a blade in a couple of smears of white paint. An early biogra-
pher claimed Caravaggio did not study his art constantly but
would spend a fortnight painting and then would go out for
awhile with his rapier at his side and a servant behind him,
moving from one tennis court to another looking for a fight.
It was said that he gave a good account of himself with a
weapon in hand. He was a drinker and womanizer. His pug-
nacious making him quick to anger and fearsome with a
sword, and easily manipulated by others. 
Caravaggio began establishing himself as a painter revolt-
ing against artificiality of the Mannerists predecessors. While
his work was not totally in line with Church dogma and was
violently criticized, his reputation increased and his works
were rapidly collected by the people in power. His reputation
increased throughout Europe and became envied. Caravaggio
loathed being imitated and copying his techniques could be
physically dangerous to the imitator. 
At his studio, he always used a model from the lower class-
es of society as the subject of his early secular works and his
later religious compositions. Even biblical characters were por-
trayed by ordinary people. Called a naturalist, he prided him-
self on working directly from nature. The intense chiaroscuro
effects of light and dark are characteristic of his works and may
have come from the working conditions of his studio. 
Caravaggio is described as a stocky young man with heavy
eyebrows, dark eyes and a bit of a black beard. He dressed in
black and was a bit untidy with his torn black stockings. In
1598 at the same time he was painting the Contarelli Chapel
in San Luigi dei Francesi in Rome he begins being regularly
mentioned in police records for causing assaults, libel and
other crimes. 
By 1600 he




been born in Milan
and grew up in
Rome. Longhi was
the eldest son of
stonemason fore-
man who had been













He is quoted as saying, "I don't carry arms of any kind, by day
or by night. The servant who follows me carries it." 
In July 1600, Onorio Longhi reports that he had been at
the French tennis courts watching a fencing match and after-
ward had walked through the Piazza Navona where he had
stopped to watch a football game. He met four men who
called him over and asked what he had thought of the fencing
match and who had scored the most hits. After Longhi told
them what he thought, one of the men responded by saying
that either Longhi could not see properly, or he did not know
what he was talking about. Longhi bet him ten scudi on the
first bout and one of the men overreacted and went to punch
him and then put his
hand on his sword.




striking out at his
opponent until they
were separated. In the






who was also present,
was carrying a weapon,
Longhi replied that his
friend was convales-
cent and had his boy
carry his sword as he
was so sick he could
hardly stand. Longhi
seemed to go to great
pains to conceal
Caravaggio's involve-
ment in the incident
and to minimize his
part in the fight. It
turns out that the
unknown person was
Flavio Canonico, who
was a former sergeant
of the prison guard
and it was actually
Caravaggio who had
wounded him slightly
on the hand with his
sword. The other man
was the artist Marco Tullio whose career had been promoted
by a Federico Zuccari, a promoter who had sneered at
Caravaggio's first major work claiming that he had ripped it
off from another artist. Basically, Caravaggio drew his sword to
defend his honor in this altercation.
This incident marks Caravaggio’s entry into Rome’s criminal
records at Longhi’s side. Longhi was out on bail at the time of this
incident and the law was closely watching him because of a long series
of assaults and brawls that kept recurring with the same people. 
Violence seemed to begin with Caravaggio's public emer-
gence as a painter. About the same time another young painter,
Girdamo Spampa, reported he was attacked by Caravaggio
when he stopped at a candle shop on his way home. He
claimed that Caravaggio came up behind him and started hit-
ting him with a stick and Spampa tried to defend himself.
When butchers arrived with lanterns, Caravaggio pulled out
his sword and hit Spampa with the flat of the blade that
Spampa tried to fend off with his cloak which became badly
slashed. Caravaggio then ran off. Having been attacked from
behind with a stick, as well as, the flat of the sword was con-
sidered an insult and a humiliation to Spampa. Both Spampa
and Tullio later with-
drew their charges
against Caravaggio in
exchange for his prom-
ise not to attack them
again. 
In 1603 Cara-
vaggio was accused of
libel by the painter
Baglione, who would
later write a three-page
biography on Cara-
vaggio in 1625. Along







dor intervened for his
release. He was then
confined to his house
and could not leave
without written per-
mission. If he violated
this, he would become
a galley slave. Later
that year Longhi was




ness over respect or
lack of it. In 1604,
while hanging out in
the Campo Marzio
with friends for
lunch, he felt a lack of
respect from the waiter, and attacked him in a rage by throw-
ing a plate of artichokes at him. The waiter claimed he brought
eight cooked artichokes, four with butter and four with oil and
that when Caravaggio asked which were which, he was told he
could easily tell by smelling them. A witness states that the
waiter actually picked up one of the artichokes and stuck his
nose in it. Caravaggio took it badly, got up in a rage, and said
"It seems to me, you fucking prick, that you think you're serv-
ing some two-bit crook."
St. Catherine of Alexandria
by Caravaggio.
Caravaggio took the china plate with
the artichokes and threw it in the waiter's
face which hit him on the left cheek causing
a bit of an injury. Then Caravaggio stood,
put his hand on a friend’s sword that was
lying on the table and was about to go after
the waiter who had already left and gone to
the police. 
He was later arrested for bothering a
woman and her daughter and was bailed
out by friends. Then nine days later he drew
his sword on the lawyer Pasqualoni in front
of the palace of the Spanish ambassador
over a courtesan, who was described as
Caravaggio's woman. He wounded the
lawyer and fled to Del Monte's palace and
then left for Genoa. Scipone Borhese, the
nephew of Pope Paul V, arranged
Caravaggio's release from jail, and
Caravaggio made peace with the lawyer.
In 1605 during the interregneum after
Clement VIII's death in March, the streets
of Rome were more volatile than the sum-
mer of 1604. In May Caravaggio was arrested for carrying a
sword and dagger without a license. The weapons so interest-
ed the arresting officer that he actually made a sketch of them
in the police report. When he was arrested again later in the
year he appealed to Cardinal Del Monte for help. The sword
in his painting of the Martyr Saint Catherine is probably the
sword the authorities seized and sketched.
In the autumn of 1605 Caravaggio was
found at the house of Andrea Ruffetti, a
friend of Longhi and associated with a
young group of intellectuals. Caravaggio was
recovering from stab wounds to his throat
and left ear which Caravaggio claimed were
accidentally self-inflicted when he fell down
the stairs with his sword. Regardless, he was
placed under house arrest. Whoever had
wounded him obviously had powerful pro-
tection and it may have been Ranuccio
Tomassoni.
Tomassoni was the son of the late
colonel Luca Antonio, who had done mili-
tary service to the house of Farnese. All of
the family, except the twenty-year-old
Ranuccio, had served in the military. He was
well known to the police and appeared to be
a protector of prostitutes in the brothel dis-
tricts because of his connections with the
households of several cardinals. 
Tennis courts were the habitual hang-
outs for people playing and betting on each
other's games. Caravaggio, accompanied by Captain Petronio
from Bologna, Longhi and Minniti had a significant clash with
Tomassoni, Tomassoni’s brother Giovan Grancesco and his two
brothers-in-law. During a brief fight, Caravaggio and Petronio
were seriously wounded by Grancesco. Tomassoni was killed
with a blow to the inside of his thigh. He died and was buried
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been over a fault call while they were playing tennis. 
Reports claim that Caravaggio had lost a bet on the ten-
nis match and refused to pay Tomassoni the ten scudi he
owed. Other reports say the whole incident was a trivial
quarrel over a point in a match that had occurred two days
earlier. In the scuffle with Caravaggio, Tomassoni apparent-
ly fell down while he was retreating. Grancesco and Petronio
jumped into the fight and the others followed making it a
general brawl.
Bad blood existed between Caravaggio and Tomassoni
and may have been the reason that Caravaggio was so reluc-
tant to talk about his self-inflicted injuries seven months ear-
lier when he claimed he had fallen down the steps with his
sword. Baglione the biographer claimed that Caravaggio had
an overly passionate nature and was a bit wild, sometimes
looking for a chance to break his neck or put someone else’s
life in danger. He spent a lot of time with men who had
quarrelsome characters themselves. Caravaggio finally
clashed with Ranuccio Tomassoni, a young fellow with a
very good style, in a difference over a tennis match. They
challenged each other, took up arms and when Ranuccio fell,
Caravaggio wounded him in the penis with the point of his
sword and killed him. Caravaggio's attack, which was meant
to be a humiliating gesture, insulting and denying
Tomassoni's manhood, went horribly wrong. The flick sev-
ered an artery and Tomassoni bled to death.
Onorio Longhi fled to Milan and joined the Spanish
army as an engineer. He never saw his friend Caravaggio
again. Mario Minniti went home to Syracuse and was par-
doned years later by authorities who intervened with nobles.
Giovan Francesco and the widow's two brothers fled to
Parma and petitioned the Pope to return to Rome.
Caravaggio hid out for three days and then fled from
Rome being sentenced to death as bando capitale which
meant that anybody in the territory of court's jurisdiction
could kill him by cutting off his head and bringing it to a
judge to claim the reward. He spent the summer recovering
in Colonna and then went on to Naples which was outside
Rome's jurisdiction. During the time he was in perpetual
flight from Rome he painted some of the greatest paintings
of his career, The Beheading of St. John the Baptist, The
Flagellation of Christ, The Raising of Lazarus, all emphasizing
sadness, suffering and death. These paintings surpassed
everything he had done before.
He eventually wound up on Malta in the Order of the
Knights of Malta and was made a knight in 1609 of one the
oldest and most exclusive aristocratic warrior castes in
Europe. A few months later he got into a quarrel with a
nobleman and wound up imprisoned. Somehow he miracu-
lously escaped, probably with some help, and fled to
Syracuse and stayed with his friend Minneti. He went on to
Messina and then Palermo. In his absence he was expelled
from the Knights of Malta. 
He returned to Naples where he planned to stay until he
was pardoned for the incident in Rome. No one heard from
him for months. Reports circulated claiming he had been
murdered when he had actually been so badly slashed in the
face in an altercation with his enemies that he was disfig-
ured. He remained in Naples and continued to paint.
Cardinal Ferdinando Gonzaga successfully petitioned
the Pope for a pardon for Caravaggio. In 1610 after hearing
he had been pardoned by the Pope he headed for Rome in a
small boat. When he reached Porto Ercole which was
Spanish territory only eighty miles from Rome, he was
wrongfully arrested and imprisoned. The boat which had all
his belongings, left without him. Upon release it is said he
ran down the beach trying to catch up with his boat that had
abandoned him. Exhaustion and fever overtook him, and it
is said he died alone on the beach never setting foot in Rome
again. A document granting him clemency arrived in Rome
three days later.
The most revolutionary artist of his time, Michelangelo
Merisi Da Caravaggio, died as he had lived—all alone,
Caravaggio’s painting style was emulated throughout Europe
and still is today. 
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Thirteen days in Maine 
includes instruction in 
stage combat technique, 
in-depth scene work, video
production, improvisation,
duels, mass battles, gun safety,
and a public performance.
The Celebration Barn Theatre,
surrounded by 12 acres of
woods and fields overlooking
the White Mountains, is where
participants live, rehearse,
work and eat. Food is provided
by a staff chef. There is even a
Maine Lobster Night Feast.
The Actor Ensemble Workshop
accepts twelve participants 
to focus not just on advanced
stage combat technique, but
on the integration of scene 
and character work into 
stage combat performance.
The Fight Directors Workshop
invites six participants to study
the creation of fight choreog-
raphy in a variety of theatrical
styles. Videotaped work is 
critiqued daily. All aspects of
fight direction are examined
including staging, research,
safety, theatricality, direction,
design, and business aspects. 
The Society of American Fight Directors   and   Celebration Barn Theatre
National Fight Directors 
Training Program
Fight Directors Workshop ® Actor Ensemble Workshop
             
Faculty: Fight Direction: Chuck Coyl, J. Allen Suddeth, A.C. Weary; Actor Ensemble: Mark Olsen
by Andrew Vorder Bruegge
During the 2001-2002 academic year, a team of instructorsconducted a course called The Exercise of the Courtier at theSt. Cloud State University Department of Theatre, Film
Studies and Dance. The Exercise of the Courtier represented an
expansion of the program’s well established early dance curricu-
lum and early dance ensemble performance activities. The two
instructors intended to use the course to prepare an ensemble of
students to perform at the Pageant Waggon Stage at the 2002
Stratford (Ontario) Shakespeare Festival. The show to be present-
ed would be a thirty-minute, crowd-pleasing variety show of early
dance and stage combat for the amusement of the festival audi-
ences. The instructors correctly predicted that the addition of
stage combat to the program of training would encourage stu-
dents to continue their study of early dance and ignite their inter-
est in performing at the Stratford Festival. All of the students
enrolled in The Exercise of the Courtier had at least one semester of
introductory level early dance, and minimal previous experience
in stage combat or swordplay. The course included two ninety-
minute class sessions per week, once a week for stage combat and
once a week for advanced work in early dance.
During the fall semester, the stage combat sessions focused
on the study of rapier and dagger techniques. The stage combat
instructor elected to use forty and forty-two inch rapiers manu-
factured by Darkwood and Scottie Armories. The rapiers manu-
factured by Darkwood Armory mounted Deltin blades. The
rapiers manufactured by Scottie Armory mounted a Scottie blade
(an imitation of the Deltin blade). These rapiers are heavier,
longer and more tip heavy than the typical stage combat rapier
mounting an epee or schlager blade. Also, these longer weapons
are more authentic in balance, length and weight. In making the
decision to train novice students with these non-normative
weapons, the instructor wanted to investigate two questions.
First, would the longer, heavier weapons interfere with proper
execution of SAFD rapier and dagger techniques? Second, would
these authentic weapons facilitate the application of historical
swordplay techniques in stage combat?
THE FIRST QUESTION:
The students’ rapier and dagger training started with the basic
SAFD techniques and safety protocols for rapier and dagger, uti-
lizing the instructions, techniques and concepts in Girard’s Actors
on Guard. The instructor theorized that the students would
encounter difficulty with low parries (1 and 2) as the tips of the
longer blades might scrape the ground. Furthermore, the instruc-
tor theorized that they might experience some difficulty in exe-
cuting binds and envelopments for a similar reason. Finally, the
instructor theorized that they might have some difficulty execut-
ing attacks to 5, as the inertia of these heavy weapons would make
the fly-fishing flick very challenging.
At the end of the fall semester, the instructor conducted an
assessment survey of the students to get their self-assessment of
their competency. They did not report that any particular attacks
or parries were more difficult, as predicted. They did report that
moulinets seemed challenging. Observation of their slow and awk-
ward wrist rotation for this move confirmed their self reports.
Observation of their competent execution of the various attacks
and parries confirmed their self-reports. It must be noted that the
students rehearsed for less than thirty total hours in the semester,
far fewer than the minimum required of a combatant to be eligi-
ble to certify. They may not have developed enough proficiency
with any of the attacks or parries to know whether any one was
more difficult than another.
THE SECOND QUESTION:
Pedagogically, the instructor aspired to construct a multi-level, stu-
dent-centered, learning experience for the students. First, the stu-
A Pedogogical 
Experiment 
dents would learn the techniques in the historical manuals to help
them manipulate the authentic rapiers effectively. Second, the
knowledge of the historical manuals would provide a contrast to
the SAFD stage combat techniques. The students could compare
kinetically the difference between the two-movement systems, dis-
covering the intentions of each system. Third, the knowledge of
the historical techniques would provide the students with a rich
array of raw material for composing their own fight sequences.  
The instructor used demonstrations to compare the SAFD
rapier-and-dagger movement
system with techniques,
stances, wards, and attacks
from late-sixteenth century
rapier manuals (mainly
Saviolo and DiGrassi). The
study and application of the
historical manuals seemed to
achieve the instructor’s peda-
gogical goals. This work gave
the students some concrete
knowledge of a variety of
wards, invitations, variations
on footwork, and corps-a-
corps grappling moves that
would allow them to main-
tain control over their
weapons. Also, the applica-
tion of the knowledge in the
historical manuals helped the
students grasp kinetically the
difference between lethal
intentions of real swordplay
and the theatrical intentions of stage combat. Their own physical
experience powerfully confirmed for the students not only the
Whys and Wherefores of the historical techniques, but also the
Whys and Wherefores of SAFD safety protocols, such as right-angle
parries and the cone of safety in front of the face.
Aside from the investigation of the two original questions,
this training program serendipitously generated another impor-
tant result: The students did develop excellent skills in creating
their own fight sequences. Moreover, they very quickly took own-
ership of the creative process. The students started to construct
their fight sequences by using the well known telephone number
system. Next, the teams of combatants taught one another their
sequences, so that each team actually learned three fight sequences
that they later would combine into a single, long fight sequence.
Next came the crucial breakthrough step in the process. The
instructor assisted each pair of combatants in refining that basic
sequence of attacks and parries, inviting them to build moves that
seemed to flow logically out of the circumstances. For example,
the results of an attack were observed, and then through reason,
the counterattack would be determined, using the historic princi-
ples of time, distance and initiative. It did not take very long for
the students to learn how to apply this methodology on their
own. The instructor was very gratified by the students’ display of
aptitude. The instructor also observed that this authentically and
empirically-based creative process brought the students to a num-
ber of discoveries about rapier and dagger action. For example,
they came to appreciate the great value of the defensive move of
voiding. Not only would a void handily move the victim’s body
out of line of the attack, but it also would bring the combatant
into a position that was ripe with possibilities (both theatrical and
authentic) for the counter-attack. Their study of historical sources
also inspired the students to incorporate a healthy portion of
corps-a-corps grappling, disarm attempts and pommeling into
their fight sequences.  This close-quarters struggling enhanced the
tension and added extra texture to their work. Without the study
of the historical materials, the students (and the instructor/chore-
ographer) would probably have been less bold in their use of
corps-a-corps moves. The
study of the historic manu-
als and dance manuals also
helped the students develop
a precise, authentically-
based vocabulary for foot-
work (See Table 1). As the
instructor and students
worked, they used this
vocabulary in their oral
communication, and the
students used this set of
terms in transcribing their
sequences onto paper. Since
the students were required
to teach their fight
sequences to one another,
they immediately grasped




each set of combatants
with final polish. This final step involved two layers of work.
First, the instructor helped the students incorporate into their
sequences the various required moves for rapier and dagger cer-
tification (using the SAFD Web site as the source of this infor-
mation). For example, a single beat parry would be changed into
a bind or a lunge attack would be extended into a running
attack. Then, the instructor helped the students refine their cho-
reography for stage appeal. Ways were sought to upgrade indi-
vidual moves or sequences from authentic/boring to theatri-
cal/exciting. What emerged in each case was a fight sequence
that had a distinct style, which used the entire stage and told a
story through violent conflict. Furthermore, each fight sequence
was generated by the combatants rather than by the instruc-
tor/choreographer. The students utilized their critical and aes-
thetic senses to integrate knowledge of the SAFD stage combat
techniques and authentic, historical swordplay techniques.
The instructor observed that the weapons—because they
were heavy—clearly slowed down the action. In the opinion of
the instructor, this observed phenomenon produced several
positive effects. On the pedagogical side, the students worked
more deliberately, more carefully, with more focus on executing
the technique precisely. They always were required to concen-
trate on controlling their weapons, rather than letting the
weapons (by their weight and length) control them. The stu-
dents’ training in early dance supported their efforts to master
these physical/technical challenges of the stage combat work.
Much like stage combat, early dance requires cognitive and





slope step at a forty-five degree angle forward
thwart step at a forty-five degree angle backward
void stepping back with one foot so that the
body turns ninety degrees and both feet 
are on the same railroad track
volta stepping back and around with one foot,
so that the body turns  one hundred 
eighty degrees
execution of a multitude of complex steps and movement com-
binations, and it engages the performers as partners who must
always be working together (and as part of a larger ensemble).
On the aesthetic side, the action appeared very authentic to the
instructor’s eye. Logically, if combatants engage each other with
rapiers that are heavier and longer than normal, all the dynam-
ics would slow down. The combatant would need to exert more
energy as well. Also, the story of the conflict was easy to follow.
The students, because they were moving slowly, recognized that
they needed to enhance the believability of their fights by mak-
ing their acting of the story as precise, controlled and deliber-
ate as their moves with the weapons. Finally, the longer
weapons and the longer reach that each combatant possessed
made the stage combat larger, more expansive and theatrically
bolder. Once the students learned to wield their rapiers with
confident strength, they could sense that their personal bubble
of space was quite large. This aesthetic suits the needs of stage
combat, foregrounding the potential danger of the violence and
filling the stage space.
During the second semester of the course, the students
learned broadsword techniques in preparation for their per-
formance at the Stratford Festival. The training followed a sim-
ilar regimen as outlined above for their work with rapier and
dagger (SAFD techniques, historical techniques, organically
created fight sequences, and final polish for theatrical effective-
ness). The students used weapons of a normative weight and
length. In learning the fundamentals, this process revealed
nothing remarkable. The instructor observed; however, that
when it came time to create broadsword choreography, the stu-
dents quickly and easily applied what they had learned while
working with rapier and dagger. As the students developed
their broadsword fight sequences, the instructor hardly needed
to provide any guidance to the students. They enthusiastically
jumped into the creative process—experimenting, exploring
and integrating historically based moves with SAFD tech-
niques. Their fight sequences ranged from farcical to deadly
earnest in style, all incorporating a wide range of moves, dis-
arms, unarmed combat, and corps-a-corps grappling. As with
the rapier and dagger training, the students, not the instructor,
created the choreography, and each fight sequence possessed a
unique style.
The pedagogical experiment provided encouraging results.
A group of novice students were introduced to basic stage com-
bat training that included the use of non-normative rapiers.
These students also acquired knowledge of historical swordplay
techniques that assisted them in manipulating their weapons.
The integration of these two forms of swordplay knowledge
enabled them to engage in stage combat safely and believably.
Moreover, the broad scope of this training provided the stu-
dents with a rich inventory of material to facilitate choreogra-
phy of their fight sequences. The instructor modeled a prob-
lem-solving methodology for the students to use in the creative
process, a methodology that they grasped with amazing speed
and applied with very rewarding results. The year-long course
embodied the pedagogical ideals of student-centered learning
in addition to providing some answers to the instructor’s origi-
nal two investigative questions.
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If you wondered how a real sword looked and performed, 
you can find a nice, low mileage time machine, 
rob a museum, or buy one of these.
by Tom Turner
No other area of theatre betterdemonstrates the need for theblending of technique and
impulse than stage combat. It is also one
of the most neglected aspects of actor
training. At one time, every actor who
either studied or apprenticed the art
would take fencing to develop balance,
skill and grace. It was also studied because
theatre is about conflict and swordplay is
the epitome of conflict.
In the forward to fight master William
Hobb’s book, Stage Combat: The Action to
the Word, Laurence Olivier writes: 
I have always felt very strongly
that a stage fight offered the
actor a unique opportunity of
winning the audience, as great
as almost any scene, speech or
action. That Shakespeare put it
high in his estimations of stage
effects is proclaimed by the
amount of times he trustingly
leaves it to this element to pro-
vide him with his denouements
(Hobbs, 54).
At most universities, training in fencing
or any other type of stage combat, is non-
existent due, in part, to a lack of teachers
and weapons. Students are forced to
improvise fight scenes based on what they
have seen in movies and television or
picked up at drama workshops. Worst is
the old go-ahead-and-hit-me school of
stage combat.
It is unfortunate that stage combat is
available to so few students. In the book
Swashbuckling, Richard Lane lists several
advantages to stage combat:
1. A better ability to concentrate
2. Improved coordination, strength, stamina, and appearance
3. An inner calm and confidence (Lane 5, 6)
Lane also discusses the acting side of combat:
But knowing which weapons to choose and how to wield them—including the
techniques of unarmed combat—is only half the challenge of swashbuckling.
The other half is acting while in action, the reason you’re on stage. Unless you
can convince an audience that the story continues during the fight—that this
most dramatic form of conflict can and does reveal still more of your charac-
ter—you will have failed at your primary task (Lane, 4).
The types of stage combat range from small slaps or punches to major battle
scenes. Most fights combine more than one element. In a knife fight choreographed
for Gris Gris, the winner of the Morton R. Sarett National Playwriting competition at
the University of Nevada, Las Vegas, three actors were used. Each actor, at some point
in the play, used unarmed combat or a knife. Of the three actors, only one had stage
combat experience and that came from working on a green show for Nevada
Shakespeare in the Park.
When choreographing a stage fight, particularly with actors who have little or no
experience, the only place to begin is with technique. The knife fight for Gris Gris began
with simple safety instructions such as eye contact before each move, spacing, telegraph-
ing of movements and instructions to watch out for elbows, wrists and knees when
falling. When choreographing the three major battle scenes for Shakespeare’s Henry VI
Part III, the choreographer worked with ten to sixteen combatants on stage at any time.
The weapons were broadswords, shields, and quarter-staves. Two of the actors were well
trained in combat. Rehearsals for this production began the same way as for Gris Gris
with safety technique.
Both productions used a forward fall which was broken down and taught by mov-
ing the actor slowly through each component from stepping out in a lunge, lowering
oneself forward and down (making sure the knee was over the ankle and not past it),
placing the hands on the ground with one hand outside the body and the other inside
the knee, lowering oneself to the ground making sure not to put stress on the wrist or
knee. This was rehearsed at one eighth the speed that it would be performed. As it was






Practicing a test fight, Scott Franco (left) and Christopher Beaulieu
try to balance clean technique with acting impulses. Fight by Jeff A.R.
Jones; photo by J.R. Meriano.
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Speed is one of the most dangerous elements of a fight and
most actors want to rush immediately to performance speed and
intensity. The actor must be pulled back. The slower they go in
the beginning the easier they will be able to focus on technique
and allow the movements to enter their muscle memory. This
makes for a safer fight and also a stronger looking fight.
In his book Fight Directing for the Theatre, J. Allen Suddeth
reports:
Slow and steady is the key to fight-choreography
rehearsals. A fight director should continue to keep the
pace slow by mutual agreement until quite close to the
opening night. The performers will continue to learn
details about the fight in slow motion every time they do
it—Details that are lost to them when they fly through
the choreography (Suddeth, 4,5).
When dealing with weapons, it is even more imperative the fight
remain slow and steady until the actors have complete control of
themselves and their weapons. For Henry VI Part III, the chore-
ographer had a two-hour rehearsal to assign weapons and chore-
ograph some small skirmishes. Then a four-hour rehearsal to
choreograph three group battle scenes, six kills and one plotted
assassination. Finally, at the wet-tech, time was allotted to finish
choreographing one large fight scene between three major char-
acters and two short fights between four minor characters.
Overall the choreographer had twelve hours to choreograph and
tech the fights for the show. Fortunately the director had decid-
ed to do all the fights in a stylized fashion. Each fight was done
in a slow-motion style with a drum underscoring the fights so
that each hit took place on a pulse every four beats. Speed was
never a concern since every fight was paced to a very slow 4/4
time signature. Thus the choreographer was able to concentrate
solely on teaching the fights. Once the actors had learned the
technical moves, the choreographer moved quickly to working
with the actors on acting the fights.
Gris Gris had full tempo fights at 1/4 to 1/3 less that the speed
of a real fight. The knife fight was only a three-minute fight but
the choreographer spent twelve hours with the combatants.
The first rehearsal was spent teaching safety and choreo-
graphing the unarmed portion of the fight. During the fight, two
men fight over a woman. The woman is caught in the middle
and tries to break up the fight. She also participates in it. The
unarmed sequences used both contact, and non-contact tech-
niques. Three hours were spent on just the first thirty seconds of
the fight. The second rehearsal was spent choreographing the
knife fight. Particular care had to be taken when the weapons
were introduced for the safety of the actors and the audience
since the audience arrangement in the theatre had the front rows
located only a few feet from the actors. After another three hours,
the knife fight was choreographed. The rest of the rehearsals were
spent cleaning up the spacing and the intensity of the fight.
Safety for the actors is always the primary importance. The
actors should know when to make eye contact. Moves are
telegraphed in a manner that their partners and the audience knows
what is coming. For an audience member to watch a fight and say
“What happened? I didn’t see it” is the worse that can happen.
When working the weapons, actors should know where to thrust
and parry safely. Technique will allow them to have polished move-
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Taking time to rehearse only the technical moves is invaluable
for the actor. However, at some point the staged fight must look like
a real fight. If it were only the actors exchanging blows with no
impulse behind it, the audience would loose the point of the conflict.
Stage combat first needs to be mastered as a skill so that it
may be more easily integrated into the acting craft.
Having carefully gone through all the fundamental moves
and mechanics in a neutral state, we now can explore the
character within the conflict. Once the skills are under-
stood and the artist is comfortable with the mechanics of
the weapon, then they can start a processes of working the
acting craft into a stage fight (Girard, 433).
The fights in Gris Gris and Henry VI Part III had to move into
impulse. For Gris Gris it was a natural progression. The story
alone, two men fighting for a woman, lends itself to impulse. In
fact the choreographer had to pull the actors back several times
because they would rush through the fight. Speed not only
caused a safety hazard, but it also took away from the orchestra-
tion. In Hobb’s book Stage Combat, he describes orchestration:
I have always been conscious that most well-constructed
fights have changes of rhythm and are “orchestrated” in
a way not unlike a musical score. For example, the fight
may, like a piece of music, start in a low key in a slow
tempo and gradually gain in momentum and pitch,
arriving eventually at the equivalent of a clash of
Symbols (Hobbs,15).
The key to a well-orchestrated fight is that the actor motivates
the fight based on factors such as who the aggressor is, who is more
skilled, which characters had any training in fighting, what is the
size of their opponent, fatigue, injuries, or any dialogue in the
scene. In Gris Gris, the female character does a lot of talking to
both of the combatants. The combatants themselves have a few
verbal exchanges. The actors had a tendency to forget everything
and just go at each other. Unfortunately, this is not acting on
impulse, this is living impulse and living impulse is not acting.
There is a school of actor training that espouses “real
emotion” for every moment in the play. Unfortunately,
this technique while popular and effective in many situ-
ations is particularly dangerous during a fight scene. The
actor playing Edmond cannot really want to kill Edgar,
or he might—and the curtain will ring down to the wail-
ing of ambulances (Suddeth 175).
The choreographer was able to stop the actors from rushing the
fight by having them justify the reasons for each move in the
fight. Reasons had to be based on the given circumstances of the
scene. Once they could justify each move, they were able to work
toward impulsive acting choices that were not only safe, but also
realistic and clean. An out of control fight scene can look as bad
as a purely technical fight scene.
In Henry VI Part III the choreographer had to take particu-
lar care to make the stylized fights look realistic. Since the style
chosen was a type of slow motion, the actors had to find a way
to realistically struggle with each other. Fortunately, they were
using heavy weapons and having to slowly wield them was a
struggle in itself. If the actors would have fought at top speed,
they could let momentum do half the work of wielding a
broadsword. The actual strain on the actor’s muscles lent an
unexpected appearance of struggle to their performance.
One of the major acting obstacles that had to be overcome
was that several of the actors were wincing as the weapons
came towards them. This may seem like a logical impulse
except that it did not come from an acting choice. Instead, it
came from the actor’s fear of the weapons. This problem was
solved as the actors became comfortable with the weapons.
They were reminded that they were trained warriors fighting
not just for their lives but for a cause they truly believed in.
With that little bit of imagination work, they began to look
like trained soldiers. Their acting impulse began to show in the
way they attacked, retreated, and died. In Swashbuckling,
Richard Lane has a wonderful description of what he calls the
“roots of combat.”
1. Survival: This is the most primitive combat instinct of all.
2. Need. Someone has threatened to take away the most
valuable thing I have, or denies me something I’ll even-
tually need for survival.
3. Greed. Avarice is an overwhelming desire to possess
something regardless of the consequences.
4. Righteousness. Moral imperatives lie at the upper end
of the violence motivation scale. In drama, a fight that
begins as a matter of principle often dissolves into a fight
based on greed, need, or survival (Lane, 13).
When an actor is able to tap into one or more of these as a moti-
vation for their character, they can begin to bring a fight to life.
Stage combat is a wonderful tool for an actor to study both
impulse and technique. Through the drills required to master
different combat styles, an actor can develop a strong and flexi-
ble body as well as the actor/combatant’s powers of concentra-
tion. Working in a discipline that can injure and kill oneself if
one is not focused on what he and his partners are doing can
truly make one concentrate.
Once the drills are moved into choreography and the actor
has safely mastered the fight sequences, the actor is able to begin
to make impulse choices based on character. In most non-com-
bat plays, the conflict can be very difficult for an actor to find. It
may be hidden in subtext or lost in dialogue. The conflict might
be spread over several scenes. When it comes to stage combat, the
conflict is right there in the struggle for life and death. Very
rarely, except through stage combat, does the actor get the won-
derful opportunity to play straight out, no holds barred, conflict.
Even a scene that only contains a slap is powerful. In society,
physical violence is normally forbidden. For a character to be
moved enough to break such a cannon there can be no doubt as
to the reasons for their impulses. With that much power, even
the most inexperienced actor can find a way to experience truth-
ful impulse on stage.
Stage combat is the only area in performance where there
should be a slight tilt toward technique. If an actor makes an impul-
sive vocal choice that is too strong, his dialogue may be lost or he
may strain the throat muscles. An overly impulsive acting choice
may come across as over the top. An overly impulsive actor/com-
batant could cause serious injury or death to someone. The ulti-
mate goal is the appearance of violence and not the actual act.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF THE ARTS
PAST FACULTY
Chuck Coyl, SAFD Fight Master; John V. Bellomo, Payson Burt, Charles Conwell,
Michael Johnson, Jeff A.R. Jones, John McFarland, SAFD Fight Directors; 
Nicole Callender, Gina Cerimele-Mechley, Ian Rose, John Paul Scheidler,  
SAFD Certified Teachers; Anthony Matteo, CWC Professional Wrestler; 
Samantha Bellomo, Arthur Murray Dance Instructor
PAST CLASSES
Professional Wrestling, Bullwhip, Running with Sharp Objects, Mask, Cratehook &
Knife, Sword & Axe, Kali Stick, Katana, Multiple Attackers, Gratuitous Spins, Salsa,
Proximity, Mambo Italiano and Skills Proficiency Renewal Class (additional $75.00)
WORKSHOP FEE: $235
Fee includes continental breakfast & Philly cheesesteaks for lunch (veggie cheesesteaks available).
$ 2 1 0 : SAFD members, union affiliates or early registration (paid in full by 9/1/03).
$ 1 8 5 : SAFD members, union affiliates with early registration (paid in full by 9/1/03).
Call 215-888-4172 or email 
philascw@yahoo.com for more details
--- - -- ---
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When summer is almost over . . .




THE SIXTH ANNUAL SAFD SANCTIONED
New York Regional Stage Combat Workshop
Thursday, August 21 through Sunday, August 24, 2003
(All information is tentative and subject to change)
∫ Up to eight hours of instruction daily ı
ç Classes offered on all levels, from beginning to advanced Ç
® Instruction by SAFD Fight Directors and Certified Teachers ‰
ß All weapons provided Í
FEES
$250 for all four days
$85 per day for individual days
10% discount to all college students with valid ID
10% discount: attendance of SAFD Regional Workshops in the past year
15% discount for SAFD members in good standing
(only one discount per person)
For more information call the SAFD hotline
at 1-800-659-6579
or contact workshop coordinator Michael Chin: NSCWboss@aol.com 
or workshop registrar Robert Tuftee: (718) 788-4957, rtuftee@ix.netcom.com
or visit our website at: www.Fights4.com
by Ruth Margraff
A
new wuxia dragon…spawned of the Hong Kong cinema
has taken America by storm. It has come to dance with
Hollywood in Los Angeles and to flirt with the fine arts of
New York City. Not since Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon and
The Matrix has there been such furious American interest in Hong
Kong-style martial arts in every aspect of the performing arts. 
And now comes this new inven-
tion…Voice of the Dragon by Big Red Media
composer Fred Ho and martial artist Jose
Figueroa. It is martial arts live on stage with
weapons, high drama, and a lively wicked
jazz score. Twelve martial artists competing
with no wires, no special effects, no stunt
doubles and no rewind— just hand-to-hand
combat in the ancient Shaolin way. All to
save the legendary temple once again from
bandits and the poisoned soul of a new
antagonist named Gar Man Jang.
FIGHT CHOREOGRAPHY AS MODERN DANCE
Sold out houses at the Guggenheim Museum leapt to their feet
for Voice of the Dragon's last performance of the millennium
before its 2003 North American tour.  At the wine and cheese
reception, Manhattanites of all ages and walks of life rushed up
to the collaborators saying they had never before seen anything
like Voice of the Dragon. Composer Fred Ho cut to the chase with
PBS's Eye on Dance Celia Ipiotis. Ho attested, "Chinese martial
arts can kick the butt of modern dance any time." There were
applause and some surprise, as Ipiotis laughed and moderated,
"Well! Good thing you have that hand-to-hand combat experi-
ence behind you, Fred, 'cause there's gonna be a line out there to
meet you when we're done!" 
Composer Ho continued, "I find modern dance to be
exhausted, effete and formulaic. While Chinese martial arts has
existed for centuries, it is continually
renewed in live performance. And I would
say its main practitioners are inter-city
African-American and Latino youth. And
Jose [Figueroa, martial arts choreographer]
is an example of this, growing up in the
South Bronx. Now we can get into a dis-
course, later on, as to the reasons WHY…” 
"Any of you guys a black belt?"
asked a sixth grader from the Manhattan
School for Children. "We all are,"
responded Michael Pasigan (Bolo Super
Manchu), as they all went down the line,
citing training ranging from traditional and contemporary
northern and southern wu shu. Until Marina Celano who
played Ng Mui in 1999, (now played by Soomi Kim and Lisa
Limb), piped up, "Um, I'm not a black belt. I'm a dancer."
Ipiotis brought her mike to Celano, "Oh and how was that?"
"Very difficult," confessed Celano, "I've got all kinds of bruis-
es: but I love the discipline." 
VOICE OF THE DRAGON
martial arts live on stage
Wuxia:
Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon direc-
tor Ang Lee describes the word wuxia
as made up of two characters: Wu for
things relating to the martial arts, war
or military. And then xia for the type
of heroes found in Chinese wuxia
novels, full of Chinese swords, hand-
to-hand combat and Chinese sor-
cery…and as a symbol for chivalry.
Mixing dance and death, the cast of Voice of the Dragon takes to the stage. Martial Arts Choreography by Jose Manuel Figueroa; photo provided by Jose Manuel Figueroa.i i    ,   f i        . i l    J  l i ;  i   J  l i .
THE FIGHT DIRECTOR
Retiring from martial arts competition in 1999, Jose Manual
Figueroa is the brilliant fight director behind the successful Voice
of the Dragon.  Figueroa enjoys the success of his martial arts dis-
cipline now with live audiences in the theater community, intro-
ducing martial art as legitimate performance art. 
According to Jose Figueroa:  "Fred Ho’s work has opened
new doors for the contemporary martial artist, that never existed
until now. Fred’s pioneering vision truly transcended our expec-
tations of theatrical interest. And our beloved director with the
patience of a saint—Mira Kingsley—truly transformed our
movement to the beautiful work of modern dance and fine art
with purpose that it is today.  Mira transforms my fight chore-
ography into physical drama, working with martial artists, who
have won collectively thousands of martial arts awards, but who
had no experience performing on stage! Mira’s direction changed
all of that. I guess you can compare our working relationship to
that of director Ang Lee and fight choreographer Yuen Wo Ping
of Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon fame—on stage!"
When asked what it is like to win a Grand Championship,
Figueroa replies:  
Well it’s a lot like performing in Voice of the Dragon. In
that you compete in several categories, running in some-
times eight divisions. So you need to get a gold medal in
five or more events. For example, in weapons —short to
long, single, double, Tui shou—push hands, Tai Chi
form, etc. You are measured by the gold medals alto-
gether. Tui shou is actually a form of preparation for
fighting. How you learn to be sensitive to a partner. (In
VOICE… this is crucial to not getting kicked in the eye,
which we kinda learned the hard way!). The higher lev-
els of push hands require you to be able to joint, lock
and throw your opponent. Most of the Tai Chi com-
petitors focus on form and weapons but not the com-
bative components. My master Ren Guang Yi believes
that form without fight is worthless. There has to be
Yong, Master Ren says, or combat usefulness. With Voice
of the Dragon, in one hour, we not only integrate the use-
fulness of multicultural drama and music…we are using
all the martial arts styles of Chen tai chi, Shaolin kung fu,
Hung Ga, Capoiera and much more.
For example, fight director Figueroa along with director Kingsley
built the signature fight for his character Chen Jak against a lyric
Chinese percussion with solo woodwind. Figueroa started with: 
◆ Chen-style Taijiquan combat locks and throws. 
His fight cadences then vary from meditative to sudden thrusts
giving this fight an almost surreal quality when pitted against an
array of slow motion strikes and throws from his opponent that
most people could barely perform at regular speed. Let alone in
slow motion backwards handsprings, landing effortlessly. For the
other fights, Figueroa designed new fusions for: 
◆ Staff, Spear & Kwandao versus Staff
◆ Staff versus double broad sword & double daggers 
◆ Wushu Peking operatic kicks, punches and full twisting butter-
flies climaxing in sword versus fan; 
◆ Bolo Enter the Dragon-style showdowns man to girl, homage to
the Davids and Goliaths of the world 
◆ And, in the spirit of the cult film classic The Five Deadly
Voice of the Dragon is an hour long Martial Arts
Ballet and Music Theatre Epic based on a seventeenth centu-
ry Chinese fable from the Ching Dynasty It is an epic action
adventure with astonishing imagery and pyrotechnical moves
that chronicles the story of a renegade nun, Gar man Jang,
whose unholy alliance with the Manchu Imperial forces leads
to the sacking of the Shaolin Temple and the unleashing of
the terrible secret hidden within its scrolls. A whirlwind of
destruction is halted years later by a climactic martial arts bat-
tle using a newly developed martial arts form known as the
Drunken Fist.  This story of intrigue, opportunism, betrayals,
revolutionary redemption and innovation is an allegory for
the destruction and resurrection of the modern-day Asian
American movement. Fred Ho’s brash and densely textured
music draws on Chinese folk songs, opera, as well as Motown
and stylings of such jazz musicians as Archie Shepp, Charles
Mingus and John Coltrane. Voice of the Dragon was per-
formed at the 2001 Next Wave Festival at the Brooklyn
Academy of Music, the Guggenheim Museum and in Seattle.
It began its American Tour in 2003.
Voice of the Dragon concept & music by Fred Ho, text for
wuxia narrator by: Fred Ho & Ruth Margraff, directed by
Mira Kingsley, lighting by Allen Hahn, costumes by Kenneth
Chu, original scenic design by Michael Forrest Kurtz, Shaolin
Secret Scrolls by Tong Kin-feng Cheng, martial arts choreog-
raphy by Jose Manuel Figueroa.
The villainess Gar Man Jang
(Kathleen Cruz) rampages
against Shaolin. Martial arts
choreography by Jose Manuel
Figueroa; photo provided by
Jose Manuel Figueroa.
VOICE OF THE DRAGON 
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Venoms, a climactic battle creating a new drunken fist-style ver-
sion of Snake, Crane, Tiger, Leopard & Taiji styles of wushu
refracted throughout the entire cast against the central villain,
Gar Man Jang, played by Kathleen Cruz and Lisa Limb. 
According to  Figueroa:
The task was great, but with an impressive cast like this
one—the journey was sheer exuberance!  This concept
of hi-tech advancement in the art of filmmaking doesn't
necessarily mean that good will come! Like Yuen Wo
Ping's recent film The Matrix, we find reliance on too
much technology forces us to think about compromis-
ing our humanity. Our stage production begs this very
question. In a time of global gunpowder and firearms,
and Weapons of Mass Destruction, why can’t we still
negotiate our human conflicts hand to hand–in the
ancient Shaolin way!
Figueroa, who resides in the Bronx, is the martial arts choreogra-
pher of Voice of the Dragon and a native of the island of Puerto Rico.
Figueroa has pioneered a revolutionary usage of Tai Chi and Wu
Shu in New York City schools along with being a world champion. 
Figueroa explains, "I use Tai Chi Chuan for the body, intel-
lect and spirit. I teach focus, discipline and self-control. We move
into Wude (Martial code of ethics) from there, and self-respect.
My work is always adamantly aimed at cultural diversity.
Practicing the martial arts improves your health. You learn how
to resolve a conflict without guns and violence."
CHINATOWN, NEW YORK
Composer Fred Ho is a nationally recognized political activist
and Marxist, who has spoken in universities all over the world
and leads his own company called Big Red Media, Inc. with his
legendary Afro-Asian music ensemble and Brooklyn Sax
Quartet.  Ho uses the intrigue of working-class Chinatown and
Chinese politics, the high drama of Peking opera, the grandeur
of Chinese heroic literature and the virtuosi power of Chinese
martial arts—to illustrate political themes. 
In legendary Fred Ho style, Ho describes his radical
themes: "Voice of the Dragon is about betrayal and bravery, sub-
terfuge and survival, lust for power and loyalty to principle, of
determination in the face of destruction and defeat, and of
integrity versus invincibility. It is a revolutionary epic-adven-
ture fable inspired by a seventeenth century martial arts legend.
It tells the story of the betrayal of the legendary Shaolin Temple
by a renegade monk, who allies with the Manchu imperial
forces to destroy the temple. While sacking the temple, the trai-
tor Gar Man Jang finds the Shaolin Secret Scrolls, the accumu-
lated knowledge of all martial arts, and in absorbing the Scroll's
deadly power, becomes invincible. All with a comic book sense
of humor."
Both Ho and Figueroa would be the first to point out that
martial artists have long enjoyed a subcultural urban following in
cities like New York. More specifically, the New York audiences
who saw these films were predominantly recent or second-gener-
ation Asian-, African-, and Latino-Americans from the Harlem,
Brooklyn, Bronx and Chinatown boroughs of Manhattan. This
can be attributed to the influx of martial arts films imported to
Chinatowns across the United States during the ‘70s and ‘80s.
Figueroa sites George Tai as one of the persons responsible for
heading the distribution of hundreds of Hong Kong films to
beloved cinemas on 42nd Street Times Square and Chinatown—
now extinct. For the price of five dollars one could see a triple
feature of as much Hong Kong action as one could take.
Working-class audiences cheered loudly during the films, mak-
ing wise cracks in many languages that would have people laugh-
ing in the aisles. 
A NEW LEGACY UNFOLDS
Voice of the Dragon carries on a new legacy born from Chinatown
cult-followings and the Hong Kong action films that audiences
have come to love, with live music by composer Fred Ho hailed
by the 2001 New York Times as "one of the best dance scores to
be heard in these parts in recent times."  Ho and Figueroa’s inno-
vations in the martial arts genre continue to move the art of the
The narrarator (Jim Yue, below) unravels the story before the eyes of an
inquisitive Gar Man Jan (Kathleen Cruz). Martial arts choreography by Jose
Manuel Figueroa; photo provided by Jose Manuel Figueroa.
Shaolin Monks prepare to do battle in Voice
of the Dragon. Martial arts choreography
by Jose Manuel Figueroa; photo provided by
Jose Manuel Figueroa. 
fight director from the more proletariat and working-class arenas
of competition in subcultural after-school programs and local
kung fu studios all over New York City—to the some of the most
prestigious live theaters, opera houses and performing arts cen-
ters all over America. 
Says Figueroa: 
We here at Voice of the Dragon give a shout out to
acknowledge our profound debt of gratitude to all our
teachers and martial art film pioneers that paved the way
for us... We owe an eternal debt of gratitude for their
time and effort that allows us to shine as a pioneering
company traveling on uncharted waters. And as far as
the entertainment industry is concerned, the following
people set the standard and continue to raise the bar.
They are why we exist. We pay homage to the following
for enriching our lives with the magnificence that we
know as the martial arts: Bruce Lee, Yuen Wo Ping,
Donnie Yen, Stephan Berwick, Ang Lee, Gordon Liu,
Jet Li, Jackie Chan, Sammo Hung, Michelle Yeoh, Tsui
Hark, Liu Chia-Liang, Corey Yuen, Yang Yang, Philip
Kua, Douglas Wong, Kwan Tak Hing, and many other
great film directors, action choreographers and actors
that help set the standards for generations to come. We
only hope to carry on the torch.
Voice of the Dragon was made possible by generous commissions
and contributions from the Mary Flagler Cary Charitable Trust,
the World Music Institute and the New York State Council on
the Arts, the John Harms Center for the arts with support from
Mrs. Mary Sharp Cronson/Works and Process Series at the
Guggenheim Museum and Ms. Tina Chen. Voice of the Dragon
premiered as Once Upon a Time In Chinese America. A Martial
Arts Ballet in June at the 1999 JVC Jazz Festival and aired in
December, 1999 on PBS. It has been presented in theaters all
over America in 2001-2002 and featured at the world-renowned
Brooklyn Academy of Music’s international opera house in
November of 2001. It is now on tour with Big Red Media,
Inc./Columbia Arts Management, Inc. to venues in more than
40 cities in North America.
North American bookings for Voice of the Dragon can be made by contacting Columbia Artists
Management Inc. at (212) 841-9721.
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THE CAST OF 2003 VOICE OF THE DRAGON TOUR
The five loyal Shaolin disciples who plot a mighty 
insurrection against the Ching (Manchu) Empire:
Kathleen Cruz  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Gar Man Jang
Lisa Limb  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Ng Mui & Gar Man Jang
Soomi Kim  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Ng Mui
Scott Parker  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Li Wen Mao
George Crayton III . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Gee Shin
Philip Silvera . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Miao Hin
Jose Figueroa  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Chen Jak
These Five Disciples confront their bitter enemy 
Gar Man Jang & her bandit cohorts in a magnificent
climactic battle:
(Seku) Ronald Anthony Williams
 . . . . . . . . . . .The Ching/Manchu Imperial Eunuch
Bilqis Benu  . . . . . . . . . . .Red Phoenix Manchu Warrior
Earl Weathers  . . . . . . . . .Flying Eagle Manchu Warrior
Ron Wheelers  . . . . . . . .Golden Tiger Manchu Warrior
Greg Zilb  . . .Gee Shin & Fierce Tiger Manchu Warrior
Jose Quinones  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Chen Jak
 . . . . . . . . . . . . .& Golden Snake Manchu Warrior
Jim Yue  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .the wuxia narrator
Sucking power from the shaolin secret scrolls Gar Man Jan (Kathleen Cruz, left)
confronts the narrator (Jim Yue). Martial arts choreography by Jose Manuel
Figueroa; photo provided by Jose Manuel Figueroa. 
The Ching/Manchu Imperial Eunuch
(Ronald Anthony Williams, left) attacks
Li Wen Mao (Scott Parker) who defends
with his fan. Martial arts choreography
by Jose Manuel Figueroa; photo provid-
ed by Jose Manuel Figueroa. 
by Dana Anderson-Wyman
E
veryone remembers seeing movies in their youth when the young usually ide-
alistic and optimistic teenage couple needed money for some noble cause and
the adults in their world telling them it is impossible. Suddenly, one of them
has an epiphany and shouts, “Hey, I gotta barn. Let’s put on a show!” Suddenly, in the
next scene, the once ramshackled, barely standing shed-sized barn has been magically
transformed into the interior of a huge sound-stage set complete with twenty-foot fight
curtains on a forty-foot proscenium with a highly waxed to-a-mirror-like-shine black
marble floor along other set pieces, such as a staircase large enough for two hundred or
more dancers in formal attire to perform upon. Ah, if it were only that easy, everyone
would do it.
As it turned out at the University of Nevada Las Vegas’ 2002 Winter Stage
Combat Workshop, that is exactly what Gregory Hoffman decided to do. Well, not
exactly. He did not say, “I gotta barn.” Instead, he exclaimed, “Hey, I gotta bar, about
twenty combat workshop students, two certified instructors(Ted Sharon and D.C.
Wright), a couple of interns...let’s have a barroom brawl.” And that is where the simi-
larities ended. Hoffman did not need money for a cause, noble or otherwise; but he
thought it would be a good learning experience for the participants of the workshop
to undergo the realities of working through a fight scene with many participants at a
real location within time constraints. He was able to locate a bar/restaurant with an
attached pool-room a few blocks from UNLV that would allow the workshop staff and
students to take over the premises for a morning’s filming.
An enormous difference exists between choreographing a fight for the stage and
staging one for film. For the stage, the actions must be worked out, demonstrated,
learned, practiced until they are second nature and finally performed in front of a live
audience. If it is a duel between Cyrano and Valvert, from Cyrano de Bergerac, the audi-
ence will probably see most of the fight. However, if it is the brawl between the
Montagues and Capulets in the opening of Romeo and Juliet, the audience might miss
some of the action because, depending on the size of the cast, there might be as many
as ten different duels or fights happening at the same time. It is all done live and in real
time. When it is done, it is done.
Not so in film. In film or video, the camera is the audience’s eyes and the audi-
ence sees only what the camera sees; so if an action happens out of frame it has not
happened, or at least not in the film.
Before the first drunk was punched
or the first inch of tape was shot,
Hoffman had to concern himself with a
myriad of technical details. For example,
he had to remove or cover anything that
had a trademark. Also, the talent (the
workshop students) had to be paid and
sign a complex release promising not to
sue for royalties at some later date. He
had to make sure the lighting was just
right; too much and all the camera sees
is a halo, too little and the camera does
not see a thing. Hoffman had to com-
pose establishing shots that identified
the location and travel shots, various
camera angles, pans and close-ups while
maintaining continuity between takes.
Last but not least, he had to devise at
least ten different fights that must hap-
pen in sequence and include punches,
kicks, chokes, throws, slaps, hair pulls,
pool cues and pool balls as weapons, in
short everything except furniture break-
ing that any respectable bar-room brawl
would have. All of this had to have the
look of spontaneity.
One way to achieve this look of
spontaneity is to take the heuristic
approach to the fights and let them hap-
pen as they may. Hoffman, Sharon and
Wright, thought better of it and pre-
planned and staged each conflict. Twelve
to fourteen different fights were staged.
After each participant knew what specif-
ic fight action he was supposed to exe-
cute, and exactly when in the sequence
of the fight, Hoffman would stop and
adjust some camera angle or angles of
striking/punches.
When everything was all worked out
the final shooting went something like
this. First, there was an establishing shot
of the bar/pool hall, which was a large
dimly lit room with a bar in the middle,
separating the room in half. The front
half had small round tables and chairs,
while the back had larger tables and a
kitchen area. Next to the wall on the
right side of the room is seen five booths
with people drinking. The wall at the top
of the booths has been cut out to create
an opening to the next room. On the
other side of the windows were seen for
pool tables and about ten or twelve peo-
ple, either playing pool or sitting on the
benches that border the room watching
the others play. One hears general ad libs
and laughter.
When the action starts Actor A acci-
dentally bumps into Actor B. Cut!
BAR FIGHT
Ensemble work is a key factor in a Bar
fight as in Wild Bunch Brawl. Fights by
Greg Ramsey; photo by Lisa Diehl.
Reestablish a new




this one being a
close-up of protago-
nist B shouts at A for
bumping into her,
and ruining her pool
shot. Cut! Establish a
close-up shot of pro-
tagonist B shouting
at A. Cut! Next a
tracking shot catches










the same way every
time a new angle or
shot is set up. The
whole sequence
starts over and over
and over until the
camera has been up and down, front, middle and back of the
pool-hall, high to low, low to high and across the pool-hall.
The actors have to execute the exact actions in the exact
sequence as the time before because when the film is edited, all
of the individual actions will be pieced together like a garment,
one action following the other. For example, if the trip and for-
ward sit fall that a participant executes at nine in the morning is
different from one executed at eleven in the same sequence, it
will be very noticeable in the finished film Everyone has noticed
in a film that one second a glass is almost empty and then sud-
denly it is full, or a burned-down cigarette is suddenly almost
new. This is the result of inexact repetition of a sequence.
Hoffman was able to film nearly fifteen minutes of raw footage
that he hoped to edit down to two or three minutes of a usable
finished fight. If this is all done correctly, then the viewer/cam-
era would see the fight as if walking down the aisle between the
pool tables and the seats on the sidelines, everything happening
in view in what appears to be real time. 
After the final sequence was shot, everyone was able to
relax, have lunch and repair to the workshop salle and com-
plete the day’s schedule of events. In the evening everyone was
able to view the rushes, which is the raw footage of everything
filmed. It seemed a little strange to look at an entire morning’s
work condensed into fifteen minutes. It is surreal to think that
even that time would be further reduced to two or three min-
utes of finished product. The class found the experience fun,
entertaining and educational.
ç Fin
Controlled chaos is a goal of group
fights like Wild Bunch Brawl. Fights by
Greg Ramsey; photo by Lisa Diehl.
The Leading Edge In 
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by Michael Chin
T he year 2002 was a special year for the Society of AmericanFight Directors(SAFD) and the National Stage CombatWorkshops(NSCW). Not only did it mark the tenth
anniversary of the 1992 NSCW Teacher Training Workshop(TTW)
but also the twenty-fifth anniversary of the organization itself.
To celebrate the tenth anniversary of the 1992 TTW, seven
of the fourteen original members of the Crew of 92 gathered for
the annual Fight Directors Workshop and Conference. Old war
stories were exchanged, idle promises of working out that week-
end were given.
On a much grander scale, nine of the eleven Fight Masters were
brought out to Las Vegas to teach at the Actor Combatant and
Advanced Actor Combatant Workshops in celebration of the twen-
ty-fifth anniversary. Led by the SAFD’s co-founders, David Boushey
and Erik Fredricksen, Brian Byrnes, Drew Fracher, Dale Girard,
David Leong, J. Allen Suddeth, David Woolley and first-year Fight
Master and president Chuck Coyl taught classes in contemporary
violence, acting the fights, sword tricks, film fighting as well as Skill
Proficiency Tests (SPT). To commemorate the event special twenty-
fifth anniversary certificates of the SPT recognition were issued.
Weapons night was its usual big success as five armorers hawked
their wares, and no less than seven regional workshops (New York,
Philadelphia, Chicago, Hawaii, Louisiana, Las Vegas and London)
were represented.
The annual Broadway Cares/Equity Fights Aids(BC/EFA)
drawing was quite special because over $1,900 was raised. The
money was split between BC/EFA and Certified Teacher Neil
Massey.  Prayers go to the Massey family in their time of need. Also
to be thanked are Vulcan’s Forge/Lewis Shaw, American Fencers
Supply, Fiocchi Sword Cutlery/Tom Fiocchi, Western Stage
Props/Mark Allen, Hollywood Combat Center, David Leong, Dale
Girard, David Woolley, and the following SAFD regional work-
shops for their contributions to the drawing: Fights2, John Bellomo,
Richard Ryan, John MacFarland, Gregory Hoffman and Mark
Guinn. In total fifteen prizes were donated for these worthy causes.
The closing night ceremonies were the highlight of the work-
shop as SAFD webmaster, Al Foote, put together a special video-
tape to commemorate the occasion. Vintage film footage of the
early days showing many of the Fight Masters in action was shown.
The piece de resistance of the reel, no doubt being the rapier duel
between David Boushey and Erik Fredricksen as they warned the
world of the evils of corporate takeovers. The James Finney
Memorial Award was presented to Denise Alessandria Hurd for her
perseverance. The Paddy Crean Award was presented, most
deservedly to a long-time friend and supporter of the SAFD, Dean
Jeffrey Koep of UNLV. Ever since the NSCW moved to UNLV,
Dean Koep has been an integral part of the SAFD and is to be
thanked for his support and faith.
National Stage Combat 
Workshops 2002
Paddy Crean Award Jeffrey Koep
Founder’s Award (Unarmed) Tony Clarno
James Finney Memorial Award Denise Hurd
President’s Award Michael Chin
Best ACW Scene Matthew Ellis 
and Scott Deans 
for Three Scenes
Best Male ACW Actor/Combatant Jose Garcia
Best Female ACW Actor/Combatant Pam Hurley
Best AACW Scene Mark Mineart 
and Robb Hunter 
for Cyrano
Best Male AACW Actor/Combatant Mark Mineart




The 2002 NSCW was one that will not soon be forgotten.
Twenty-five years of existence was celebrated as the organization
looks forward to an even brighter future. Next year, the NSCW will
present an Intermediate Actor Combatant Workshop as well as the
Basic Actor Combatant Workshop. The NSCW has received its first
grant in twenty-five years from a major advertising firm, who will
being doing work pro bono. The SAFD is doing something for the
community at large with the Food Fight program which like the
BC/EFA program will raise funds for a worthy cause: world hunger.
The SAFD would be remiss if at this time it did not stop and
look at the struggles and growing pains that this organization has
endured this past quarter century.  No future would exist without
a past. The SAFD genuinely acknowledges the work of two men
and offers a fond and sincere thank you to the co-founders, David
Boushey and Erik Fredricksen, for having the hunger and vision
for creating the SAFD. Without their contributions and sacrifices
the organization would not exist. The SAFD is truly indebted to
these two gentlemen.
ç Fin
Contributions to Broadway Cares/Equity Fights AIDS are tax deductible to the extent allowed by law.
A copy of the latest Financial Report and Registration for Broadway Cares/Equity Fights AIDS may be obtained
by contacting us at 165 West 46th St. - #1300, New York, NY  10036, (212) 840-0770 or by contacting your
appropriate State agency.  State registration does not imply endorsement.
Fighting for Life!
a community outreach program of The Society of American Fight Directors
Dedicated to preventing the spread of HIV/AIDS
and the subsequent loss of precious lives, we strive to:
• Increase AIDS awareness and education;
• Promote compassion for AIDS victims and their families;
• Encourage financial support of the vital programs funded by
Broadway Cares/Equity Fights AIDS
165 West 46th St. #1300 (212) 840-0770 (fax 0551)






Contact yourRegional Rep.for more info!
--Oscar F. Kolombatovich, Fencing Master Emeritus
"[This book] is more than a 
manual...A necessity! Richard Lane's 
concepts are vital...I raise my sword on high 




Academy of the Sword
A Step-by-Step Guide 
to the Art of Stage Combat
and Theatrical Swordplay
329 Pages
8 x 9 1/2
$27.50 Paperback
ISBN 0-87910-091-5
To order Swashbuckling, for more information,
or to request a catalog or desk copy, 
please contact us at:
Swaggering swordsmen leap beyond the page in Swashbuckling,
in words and over 400 pictures that guide the beginning swords-
man through warm-up exercises--including stretching, Chairman
Mao's in their entirety, and many more--to actual stage combat:
footwork, body movement, fighting styles, hand-to-hand and
broadsword combat.  The invaluable appendices contain a
glossary of terms, bibliography, further reading, instructional &
educational videos, lists of stage combat training providers, and
of weapons, prop, and costume suppliers.
first to admit that a book is no substitute for
instruction, "a book like this can go a long
way toward preparing you for such instruc-
tion, then help you remember and perfect
the techniques you've learned, even if they
differ slightly from those presented here."
With those honest words and many more,
Richard Lane has created the most compre-
hensive manual of its kind available today. 
Swashbuckling is written with wit and patience by SAFD Fight
Director/Certified Teacher Richard Lane, and although he is the
Limelight Editions
118 East 30th Street




It takes more skill than daring to appear a







he Fight Master decided to return
to basics and what better place to
revisit one’s roots than a fencing
academy—The Westside Fencing Center
in Los Angeles, one of the country’s
largest training facilities. There, The Fight
Master met the agile and enchanting
Roberta Brown.
TRUE BEGINNINGS
Brown’s roots are planted firmly in
fencing. She took up the sport in col-
lege and continued her work as an actor
and stage combat student in London at
the Webber Douglas Academy of
Dramatic Art. In addition to being on
Westside’s teaching staff, Brown is one
of a handful of professional swordmas-
ters who work between stage, screen
and television as sword fight choreogra-
phers. She has worked as swordmaster,
fight director, swordplay coach, and
bullwhip choreographer on such film
and television projects as Charlie’s
Angels, Queen of Swords and ER. She
also has expertise in the Chinese
Fighting Fans arena.
Teaching a beginner’s class, Brown
ran home the need for centering weight.
She encouraged her students to check
their positions in the mirror. She
explained how the primary control of
the foil is with thumb and forefinger—
and how to determine the top of the
weapon—how to grip—the subtle dif-
ference between right and left handers.
She went on to show the en garde posi-
tion and how to block a parry—how the
parry clears the path for the attack.
Brown used a common sense logic to
bridge inexperience with newfound
technical skill. Toward the end of this
first lesson, she explained to her stu-
dents the value and meaning of the
salute; how a warrior would kiss his
sword as if it were a cross and offer it up
to God. Then, to the students’ delight,
she gave them what they really came
for: the experience of a hit. As she
smiled and proclaimed: “I know that’s
why you’re here!” Each student prac-
ticed a hit on Brown, who wore a mask
and what she termed her Barbie plate.
After the students left, she was asked
why she still teaches beginners.
“Because I truly enjoy introducing them
to the sport! It also feeds my profession-
al work with actors.” 
EMERGENCY POINTERS
Brown worked with Noah Wyle and
Goran Visnjic on a sword fight on ER
this past season. Wyle’s strength was in
sport fencing while Visnjic’s was in the-
atrical fencing. Brown used the strengths
of each to choreograph the phrases of
On the ER set, Noah Wyle (left) and
Goran Visnjic rehearse with Roberta





this three-minute fight. When she works
in the theatre, the allotted rehearsal time
allows her to train actors to meld the
text, character and arc of the dramatic
action to the demands of the fight. In
most of her film and television work, she
is not afforded the same luxury with the
technical demands of the camera, the
shortened rehearsal time and the collab-
oration with the director who may alter
a phrase at the last moment before
shooting. Brown tries to have initial
conversations with the director (the ulti-
mate decision maker) and is proactive in
her collaboration with the stunt or fight
coordinator. With ER she was given a
solid rehearsal time and two enthusiastic
actors who wanted to go for the gold.
Brown’s solid acting background set
the foundation to communicate with the
actors. Wyle was given the why of how
one sword move leads to the next. As he
proclaimed in admiration: “She’s giving
us motivations!” Brown was able to give
both Wyle and Visnjic the subtextual
links to the fight. Brown also used a
dynamic hit from a 1964 Olympic
Fencing match between Japan and
France. She works the fights and then
brings in the camera to adjust it. She
coaches her actors on not dropping out of
frame and how to get the most dramatic
effect for their close-ups. With ER, she
met with the director to understand and
define his needs and what he hoped to see
in her fights so that her choreography
took shape and remained intact through-
out. In other instances, Brown has had to
use her honed instincts and improvisa-
tional skills to accomplish the task.
CHARLIE’S ANGELS
One of Brown’s influences is Jackie
Chan. She admires the way his fight
choreography tells stories, and how he
can create laughter with a single move.
Such influences may have helped her to
prepare for the work on the successful
and adventurous film Charlie’s Angels.
Brown met and was on the same page
with the stunt coordinator and even
though, she tried to meet with the
director before-
hand, it could not
be arranged. Brown
always tries to











d i r e c t o r
requested
a critical
c h a n g e
before shooting
a fight sequence. Fortunately,
Brown’s ability to understand the tech-
nical demands of the camera and the
need for an exciting fight mitigated
what could have proved disastrous oth-
erwise. As always, Brown keeps the
safety of the actors the highest priority.
She reminds adventurous actors how
important their faces are when they
think and move ahead of their capabil-
ities. She also feels that safety does not
minimize the storytelling but is an inte-
gral element to its success. It is her
solid experience, talent and smarts that
allow her to thrive in an otherwise
male-dominated field.
ON THE HORIZON
Brown continues to use her talents
between stage, film and television.
Upcoming projects include a book on
stage combat for kids and a film for PBS
on Boudica, the Celtic Queen starring
Alex Kingston. She is also involved in
the development of a possible film proj-
ect based on a famous female pirate.
And, as always, Brown can be found
teaching her young initiates the funda-
mentals of fencing, keeping her rooted
and reminding all fight directors of the
great lessons of the sword.
Visit Roberta Brown’s Web site: www.robertabrown.net.
ç Fin
Charlie’s Angels include Roberta
Brown as fencing double for
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by Raymond Delgato
T
he Practice of Arms, the first of F.
Braun McAsh’s accumulative
tapes by Cord Productions, Inc.
is clearly an educational video dedicated
to instructing the student or professional
actor in the use of the sword. Using mod-
ern sabre and foil, the video teaches the
basic footwork, and the defensive and
offensive techniques for both cutting and
thrusting weapons, while always empha-
sizing control and safety. The tape gives
enough basic instruction in two systems
yet is thorough enough for the viewer to
have enough information to safely chore-
ograph his own fight scene. 
Canadian actor McAsh has been a
professional fight director for nearly a
quarter of a century and is a recognized
authority on the use of historical bladed
weapons. He was the Swordmaster for the
television series Highlander and has chore-
ographed extensively for the stage.
From the very beginning McAsh
defines theatrical fighting as illusionary
combat that tells a story. It is the interaction
of characters in a violent situation. He
defines theatrical fencing as being reactive
in nature. One makes a threat and the
opponent responds. He goes on to demon-
strate how the fight moves are equivalent to
the lines of the play and how it tells a story.
The Practice of Arms is not dealing
with historical accuracy but with the
basics for the beginning student. The
drills and exercises are done slowly and
repeated like a kata so that the moves can
be put into muscle memory.
McAsh begins with footwork which
is crucial for reasons of safety. While the
feet are shown in a seemingly contempo-
rary fencing position, the left or rear foot
is turned slightly forward instead of being
at a right angle with the front foot. This
opens the actor up to the audience. He
emphasizes the importance of everything
being absolutely automatic from the waist
down and instilled in muscle memory
since footwork and distance are critical to
maintain safety.
McAsh’s demonstrations are filmed
straight on facing the camera and from
the side so that the viewer can clearly
reference the exact placement of the
foot, the arm, the sword angle in rela-
tion to the body. 
McAsh clearly shows all factions that
have to be kept in mind when sword-
fighting. He allows the viewer to under-
stand why something is done in a certain
way so that it is clear to the fledgling
actor/combatant what he is doing and
why. The tape is designed to be repeated,
using slow motion or freeze frame.
Done with a professional crew with
Sony Betacams, a full compliment of
lights and a boom operator as well as lave-
lier mikes, it was scripted and rehearsed
for two weeks. Post production in a studio
in Vancouver after the tapes were
reviewed and off-line edited twenty-four
dailies for over two weeks to produce the
rough cut. The final choreographed fight,
done in costumes was filmed on location
in Washington at the Spokane Gardens
and Arbor Crest Vineyard. 
McAsh has several tapes planned for
future production. The next will be on the
rapier with its various ancillary weapons,
which should be historically authentic
from the late 1500s to the late 1600s. If it
is anything like his current tape, it will be a
valuable asset to the stage combat industry.
Produced by Cord Productions, the tape costs $40.
ç Fin
F. Braun McAsh with
Anthony De Longis on
the set of MythQuest,
one of many television






FOR STAGE AND FILM
Advertised and Regional Workshops
International Stunt School
June 9-28, August 25-September 13, 2003, United Stuntmen’s Association, Everett, WA  
(425) 290-9957  www.stuntschool.com
National Fight Directors Training Program
Actor Ensemble Workshops
June 15-27, 2003, SAFD & Celebration Barn Theatre, South Paris, ME  
(207) 743-8452  www.safd.org
National Stage Combat Workshops
Intermediate Actor Combatant Workshops
July 7-25, 2003, SAFD & University of Nevada, Las Vegas, NV  
(702) 895-3662  www.safd.org
Summer Sling VII
August 21-24, 2003, Fights4, New York City, NY  
(718) 788-4957  www.safd.org
Philadelphia Stage Combat Workshop
September 27-28, 2003, SAFD and The University of the Arts, Philadelphia, PA  
(215) 888-4172 philasc@yahoo.com 
Winter Wonderland Workshop
January 23-25, 2004, The Chicago Mob at Columbia College, Chicago, IL  
(708) 755-8767  1stimpulse@earthlink.net
e   Pen  the Sword
BY THE SWORD: 





Review by Richard J. 
Gradkowski
In the tradition of theSeigneur de Brantome’sDiscours sur les Duels,
Captain Alfred Hutton’s Old Sword
Days and Old Sword Ways, and in the
easy style of Baron de Bazancourt’s
Secrets of the Sword, Richard Cohen has
written a fascinating and erudite social
history of swordplay, dueling and fencing.
Cohen is not merely a scholarly commenta-
tor; he is a four time member of the British
Olympic saber team, twice nation champion and
many times participant in Grade A International
competitions. When he discusses a fencing
action, a fencer’s idiosyncrasy, or an underhanded
political deal, he knows whereof he speaks. In
addition, he has traveled widely, interviewing
fencers, officials, coaches and historians as well as
delving extensively into libraries and other written
sources. The book is a tour de force of fascinating
information and commentary on the world of
fencing. No aspect is too obscure to escape his
exposition. The metallurgy of steel blades, the
psychology of the Samurai, the influence of
firearms on military theory, the social significance
of the dueling ethos, and the politics of sport are
all grist for his mill.
Beginning with the earliest records of
swordplay and dueling, Cohen develops his
themes from the Middle Ages through the
Renaissance, past Napoleonic times, to the revival
of fencing as a sport in the late nineteenth centu-
ry. From there, he recounts the history of the evo-
lution of modern fencing both internationally and
in the Olympic Games.
Cohen does not simply present dry facts.
His presentation is embellished with accounts of
incidents involving fencers such as George
Washington, Prime Ministers Churchill and Clemenceau, the
Italian dictator Benito Mussolini, SS Chief Heydrich, the
communist writer Karl Marx, as well as many other famous
and not so famous figures. Cohen also writes an interesting
chapter on the influence of fencing on films, recounting vari-
ous anecdotes of Hollywood swordsmen and their coaches and
fight choreographers.
His descriptions of fencing personalities and their adventures
reflect the evolution of modern fencing from a gentlemanly and
aristocratic pastime to the high level of professionalism and poli-
tics exhibited today. Nor are scandals exempted; the cheating
scheme by the Soviet Pentathlon epeeist Onischenko, the espi-
onage trial of the Polish saber champion Pawlowski, the brutal
training and payoffs by the German coach Beck, the corrupt ref-
erees, the various deals and bouts thrown on orders of team cap-
tains are exposed in detail.
A colorful and highly informative writer, Cohen makes this
encyclopedic text an essential resource in the education of stu-
dents and teachers of fencing.
ç Fin
Atlanta Stage Combat Studio
1211 Brentwood Court, Douglasville, GA  30135
(770) 949-5097    





1180 Folsom Street, San Francisco, CA  94103
(415) 863-7911    
Catalog available
www.amfence.com     
Arms and Armor
1101 Stinson Blvd NE, Minneapolis, MN  55413
(612) 331-6473
Custom weapons, catalog available
www.armor.com
EDGES2








6000 J Street, Sacramento, CA  95819-6069  
(916) 278-6287  (916) 328-3738 (Pager)
Handmade broadswords
Limelight Editions
118 East 30th Street, New York, NY  10016
(212) 532-5525
Publisher: Swashbuckling by Richard J. Lane
No Quarter Arms
Dennis Graves, Swordcutler
255 South 41st Street, Boulder, CO  80303
(303) 494-4685
Sales and rental. Catalog
Palpable Hit Productions
P.O. Box 3333, Hollywood, CA  90078-3333








74 Railroad Avenue, Spencer, NY 14883
(607) 589-7244    
Broadswords, daggers, polearms, etc. 
Online catalog
www.starfireswords.com
Sword and Anvil, Inc.
Steve Vaughan




331 Standard Street, Elkin, NC 28621
(336) 835-7774   
Catalog available
www.triplette.com   
US Fencing Coaches Association
P.O. Box 1966, Hoboken, NJ  07030   
The Swordmaster: The Journal for Fencing Coaches
www.usfca.org   
Virginia Commonwealth 
University 
School of the Arts
Department of Theatre
922 Park Avenue, P.O. Box 842524
Richmond, VA 23284-2524
(804) 828-1514
www.vcu.edu/artweb/Theatre   
Vulcan’s Forge
Lewis Shaw, Proprietor




Napa, CA  92083
(707) 226-2845
Replica swords & guns, combat and dress
Sales & rentals, catalog available 
Western Stage Props
3945 W. Reno Ave, Suite F, Las Vegas, NV  89118
(800) 858-5568  (702) 873-1100




Inclusion in this listing is provided as a paid service and does not represent endorsement by the SAFD
Date Location
Instructor Adjudicator
Person Tested Weapons Proficiency
RD Rapier & Dagger UA Unarmed
QS Quarterstaff SS Smallsword
BS Broadsword S&S Sword & Shield
KN Knife SiS Single Sword
Renewal     Renewal of Actor/Combatant status
EAE   Examiner’s Award for Excellence
MARCH 2002
March 10 Swordplay Stage Combat
Joseph Travers J. Allen Suddeth
Campbell Bridges R&D BS
Dan O’Driscoll R&D BS
Mark James Schryver R&D BS
APRIL 2002
April 20 University of Arizona
Brent Gibbs Drew Fracher
Matthew Bailey QS
James MacEachron QS
Sean Kehoe R&D UA QS
Monica Bausman R&D UA QS
Albert Herr IV R&D UA QS
Sam Lofberg R&D UA QS
Catherine Kresge R&D UA QS
Laura Miotke R&D UA QS
Ricky Coates R&D UA QS
Monick Tijerina R&D UA QS
Jennifer Bishop R&D UA QS-EAE All
Koryie Harvey R&D UA QS
Michael Tennant R&D UA QS
Joshua Lamoreaux R&D UA QS
MAY 2002
May 11 University of the Arts
Charles Conwell David Woolley
Erin Weaver R&D SS-EAE UA-EAE S&S-EAE
Gretchen Jameson R&D SS-EAE UA-EAE BS
Brett Donohue-Barrett R&D SiS SS UA BS KN
Michael Gatto SiS SS S&S-EAE
Justin Jain R&D UA BS
Stephanie Okupniak R&D UA KN
Daren Herbert R&D UA BS
Kenrick Burkholder R&D UA BS
Nicole DiGaetnao BS
JUNE 2002
June 28 Swords and Surf Workshop
Gregory Hoffman, Aaron Anderson J. R. Beardsley
William Tucker R&D SiS SS UA BS QS
Tucker Sonoma R&D SiS SS UA BS QS
Steven Kam R&D SiS SS UA BS QS
Christy Hauptman R&D SiS SS UA BS QS
Joseph Biberger R&D SiS SS UA BS QS
Scot Davis R&D SiS SS UA BS QS
Orion Couling R&D SiS SS UA BS QS
Erik Heger R&D SiS SS UA BS QS-EAE All
Jamie Luemen R&D SiS SS UA BS
Michael Lee R&D
Harry Wong R&D SiS QS
Thomas Morinaka R&D UA BS
Barrett Condy R&D SiS SS UA BS QS
JULY 2002
July 30 Great Lakes Medeival Faire
















August 10 Washington DC
Michael Johnson Dale Girard
Monalisa Arias R&D SS UA QS
Arthur Rosenberg R&D SS UA QS
Kevin Robertson SS QS
Adam Konowe SS QS
August 24 Arcadia University
Ian Rose, John Bellomo Dale Girard
Matthew Arkans R&D UA BS
Jeff Beers R&D UA BS
Robert Flanagan BS
Sarah Fornace BS
Charles Illingworth UA BS
Jeff Kennedy R&D UA BS





Ahren Potratz R&D UA BS
SEPTEMBER 2002
September 17 Video
Brian Byrnes, Dale Girard Charles Coyl
Jason Armit SiS SS KN
September 29 Philadelphia Stage Combat Wkshp
Ian Rose, J.David Brimmer Charles Coyl
Stanton Davis R&D UA
Jessica Hester R&D UA
Kristen Schier R&D UA
Samantha Bellomo SiS
OCTOBER 2002
October 6 Renaissance Historical Society
Bruce Lecure Brian Byrnes
Joy Levy UA QS
Mala Echerling R&D UA QS
Wilfreid Meybohm R&D UA QS
Elizabeth Richie R&D UA QS
Daniel Balseiro QS
October 10 Pennsylvania Renaissance Faire
Gregory Ramsey David Boushey
Norma Gruschow R&D SiS UA
Alissa Gross R&D SiS UA
Erik Anderson R&D SiS UA
Jayson Wickenkamp R&D SiS UA
Rachel Sitzman R&D SiS UA
Nate Rubin R&D SiS UA
Kristen Herbert R&D SiS UA
Clifton Braswell R&D SiS UA
Ron Keller R&D SiS UA
Joe Regan R&D SiS UA
Phillip Leipf Jr. R&D UA BS S&S
Nicholas Leinbach R&D UA BS S&S
October 13 Seattle, Washington
Geoffrey Alm David Boushey
Robert Borwick SS QS-EAE All
Rebecca Brinson SS QS
Molly Boettcher R&D BS
Gregory Singleton SS QS
Beth Peterson SS QS
David Nochimson UA BS
Lauren Merry BS
Evan Whitfield SS QS
Heidi Wolf SS QS
Brynna Jourden SS QS
October 27 Swordplay Stage Combat
Joseph Travers J. Allen Suddeth
Campbell Bridges SiS UA








Mark James Schryver SiS
Kennon Wolff SiS UA
Chanticleer Macleod UA
NOVEMBER 2002
November 10 Actor’s Gymnasium
Angela Bonacasa Charles Coyl
Andrew Scott R&D SS-EAE
Tom Carr SS-EAE








November 26 New York University
J.David Brimmer J. Allen Suddeth







December 5 Virginia Commonwealth University
Aaron Anderson David Leong
Darrell Rushton UA QS
Josh Fargason UA
Put  to the estT






December 7 University of Texas at Austin












Kent de Spain SiS
Tommy Schoffler SiS
Carsey Walker SiS
December 10 Virginia Commonwealth University






December 10 New American Theatre























December 12 Ithaca College London Centre






December 16 University of Michigan
Erik Fredricksen Drew Fracher
Michelle Roberts R&D UA QS
Kevin Bradley R&D UA QS
Taryn Fixel R&D UA QS
Kellie Matteson R&D UA QS
Joanne Spanos R&D UA QS-EAE All
Zachery Dorff R&D UA QS-EAE All
Meghan Powe R&D UA QS
Kathryn Thomas R&D UA QS
Nora Bonner R&D UA
Bradley Frazier R&D UA QS-EAE All




January 12 New York City












January 15 San Francisco
Gregory Hoffman David Boushey
Laura Downing R&D UA BS
Sarah Eron R&D UA
Dana Anderson-Wyman UA BS
Glen Wall R&D UA BS
Lance Chinen UA BS
January 16 Columbia College-Chicago
David Woolley, John Richard Raether
McFarland, Angela Bonacasa
Tiffany Lawson R&D SS UA
Emily Carvey R&D SS UA
Laura Hamm R&D SS-EAE UA BS
George Yencho R&D SS-EAE UA BS
Sarah Lesley SS UA
Melanie McCullough UA
Jeremy Johnson SS UA
Marvin Quijada SS UA
Tracy Collett S&S
Andrea Merrill S&S KN
Bethany Williams S&S KN
Partick Capurro S&S KN
Aaron Manby S&S-EAE KN
Emily Ward S&S KN
Jessica Bruesewitz S&S
Jennifer Robertson S&S KN
January 19 Actor’s Gymnasium








January 26 Winter Wonderland Workshop
J.David Brimmer, David Boushey, Chuck
Donald Preston Coyl, David Woolley
Leland Burbank R&D UA
Henry Layton R&D UA
Michael Naglee R&D UA
Jessica Cerutti R&D UA
Casey Kaleba R&D UA
Paul Mitri R&D UA
FEBRUARY 2003
February 22 Denver Center Theatre Academy










T. David Rutherford UA
Kelley Wade UA
Brett Wilmott UA
Benaiah Anderson R&D UA
MARCH 2003
March 2 Actor’s Gymnasium
Charles Coyl, Angela Bonacasa David Woolley
David Kelch R&D UA KN
Branden Scala R&D UA KN
Glenn Proud R&D UA KN-EAE
Eleanor Kaufman R&D UA KN
John Tovar R&D
Elizabeth Styles R&D
Ernest Ray R&D UA KN
Robin Southworth UA KN
Victoria Floro UA KN
March 11 North Carolina School of the Arts
Dale Girard Chuck Coyl
Adam Mills UA KN-EAE
Alexis Hyatt UA KN
Matt Cowart UA KN-EAE
Bridgett Regan UA
Jordan Miller UA S&S KN-EAE
Jerzy Gwiazdowski UA
Andrew Honeycut UA KN
Eddie Kurtz UA KN
Tom Sawyer UA KN
Ashley Robinson UA KN
Trieste Dunn UA KN
Colin Hovde UA KN
Evan Lubeck UA S&S
Samantha Daniel UA KN-EAE
Will Rogers UA KN





Finished by a knife to the back, Jefe (Ramon Lasa)
slumps dead in the arms of Al (Jose Aviles) in Venture
Theatre's production of El Paso Blue. Fight direction






1350 East Flamingo Rd #25
Las Vegas, NV  89119



















1714 W. Sunnyside Apt. #1F







313 South Locust Street





61 Bon Jan Lane












3047 West 47th Avenue
Unit #512







179 E. 78th Street Apt 4B





NEW ENGLAND  
RICHARD HEDDERMAN
P.O. Box 378
York Harbor, ME  03911
(207) 363-0595
NERegRep@safd.org
EAST CENTRAL  
DAN O'DRISCOLL
350 West 51st Street, Apt.#3A





10353 Alameda Alma Road


















(Temporary until filled) 
PAYSON BURT
Los Angeles Fight Academy
4335 Van Nuys Blvd. PMB #195








525 North 62nd Street





The Academy of the Sword
587 Lisbon Street
San Francisco, CA  94112 





Wood Green, London 
N22 5NA United Kingdom































61 Bon Jan Lane










969 LaPlata Drive 





106 North Strawberry Street
















3315 West Sunnyside #28








6418 NE 184th Street









124 South Bell Avenue




Los Angeles Fight Academy
4335 Van Nuys Blvd. PMB #195






603 East Irvin Avenue
State College, PA  16801-6606
H: (814) 867 1803
W: (814) 865-7586    
dhc4@email.PSU.edu
JAMIE CHEATHAM
230 West 79th Street Apartment 1A




260 W. 22nd Street, Apt. 3




1252 Yellow Springs Road





942 E. 550 Road






San Francisco, CA  94122 









4189 N. Wilson Avenue
Fresno, CA 93704




142B  12th Street SE











Cincinnati, OH  45211
kj_jones@msn.com
COLLEEN KELLY 
University of San Diego
Department of English-174 Founders
5998 Alcala Park










The Academy of the Sword
587 Lisbon Street
San Francisco, CA  94112 
(415) 957-3622     
ricl@pacbell.net
BRUCE LECURE
9830 SW 222 Terrace





P.O.  Box 23078




Atlanta Stage Combat Studio
1211 Brentwood Court










810 North Colar, # 1






New Mexico State University





15 Leroy Street, #12





New York, NY  10024
(212) 874-7408




Wood Green, London 
N22 5NA United Kingdom




2114 West Morse Avenue




ROBERT “Tink” TUFTEE 
353 Second Street, #3L


























4529 Shawhan Road  
Chattanooga, TN 37411














2353 Park Avenue Apt. 4









3201 Hargrove Rd. East, Apt. #608







701 N. Leavitt St.




2008 West California Avenue 









313 South Locust Street
Greencastle, IN  46135
(765) 653-0676
AmHayes@depauw.edu
MICHAEL J. HOOD 













8315 Countryside Ln. 
Fogelsville, PA 18051  
H: (610) 285-0210 





Huntsville, AL  35803
H: (818) 838-1424
Pager : (888) 614-2700
HRHmladd@aol.com
BILL LENGFELDER
8724 Charing Cross Lane




11030 Aqua Vista Street, Apt.  #10




1600 N. San Fernando Blvd Apt. 225















457 East Fairmount Avenue   
State College, PA 16801









Lebanon, PA  17042
H: (717) 272-7265








720 West 181st Street #53






330 West 23rd Street




Department of Theatre and Dance
Rochefeller Arts Center
1 Suny at Fredonia














413 West 56th Street Apt 7





Springfield, VA  22151




60 Tolman Street 
West Newton, MA  02165-1020
H: (617) 244-9656
W: (617) 494-3078  
robertwalsh@rcn.com
ROBERT WESTLEY
22 University Road Apt. #2












London  E13 9QG   UK
(020) 8552 0775
swordsman@compuserve.com
Society of American Fight Directors
»
The Society of American Fight Directors (SAFD) is a non-profit organization devoted to training, and improving the quality
of stage combat.  We are committed to the highest standards of safety in the theatrical, film and television industries.  The
SAFD offers educational opportunities across the country at universities, privately and at the annual National Stage
Combat Workshop expressly to disseminate this information.  In addition, the SAFD tests individuals in three categories:
Actor/Combatant  ◆ Teacher  ◆ Fight Director
However, one need not take any sort of test to become a member of SAFD.  Anyone interested in the art of fight chore-
ography and stage fighting can join.  SAFD members receive a 10% discount on SAFD workshops; The Fight Master, a
journal published twice yearly; and The Cutting Edge, a newsletter published six times yearly with news updates on SAFD
activities, policies and members.
To apply for membership in the SAFD fill out the form below and send to
The Society of American Fight Directors
1350 East Flamingo Road #25
Las Vegas, NV  89119
Dues are $35 annually. (For members outside the U.S., annual dues are $40)  
Your enclosed check of $35 will cover dues for the current year.
Please make checks payable to Society of American Fight Directors
Membership Application
Society of American Fight Directors
Please Print





DEDICATED TO IMPROVING THE QUALITY AND SAFETY OF STAGE COMBAT
r---------------------------------------------, 
L---------------------------------------------J 
The Society of American
Fight Directors
1350 East Flamingo Road #25






With a desperate shield attack, 
Young Siward (Carl Pearson) fights
in vain against Macbeth (Danny
Smith) in Duke University’s Macbeth.
Fights by Jeff A.R. Jones; photo by
Russ Howe.
